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Abstract 

In New Zealand it has long been recognised that vegetation plays an important role in 

the distribution of snow cover. However, most studies have concentrated on snow 

tussock grassland and the role of other types of grassland have been ignored. A field study 

on the Pisa Range during the 1992 snow season measured snow cover patterns in induced 

short tussock grassland. This provided information on snow cover processes that led to 

construction of a computer simulation model of vegetation and snow cover. Snow cover 

measurements were taken at four-weekly intervals within an area of induced short tussock 

grassland where topographic influences were minimal. An automatic climate station was 

set up nearby. A plot study measured the effects of overgrazing on snow cover patterns. 

Two measurement plots, one of which was clipped to simulate overgrazing, were 

established at 1400m. This experiment was repeated at 1200m. Regular snow surveys 

were completed at plots throughout the snow season. Results of the field study show that 

snow cover in induced short tussock grassland is highly variable both temporally and 

spatially. Much of the spatial variability is caused by vegetation. During periods of 

accumulation, individual tussocks trap snow producing snow drifts with the form of a half 

cone. Once these drifts begin to overlap one another, the snow pack builds up until the 

vegetation is buried. During warm sunny periods, tussocks induce snow melt around 

them because of their radiative properties. This results in a distinctive pattern of snow 

melt hollows around individual tussocks. Effects of overgrazing on snow cover patterns 

vary depending upon whether winter ablation is an important process or not. If winter 

ablation is negligible, overgrazing reduces the accumulation of snow prior to the 

vegetation becoming buried. However, it also reduces the overall rate of snow melt. 

Overgrazing has little effect on snow accumulation in areas where winter ablation is an 

important process but it reduces the rate of snow melt during the early stages of snow 

melt. An empirically-based numerical model is developed to simulate snow cover 

distribution in short tussock grassland. The model requires further testing but results from 

initial simulation runs are presented. With further development, the model could be 

applied to examine effects of landuse change on snow cover data of Central Otago block 

mountains. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Seasonal Snow Cover in New Zealand 

Over the last few decades seasonal snow has become an increasingly important 

resource in New Zealand. Seasonal snow storage is as large as the hydro lake storage in 

some South Island catchments (Fitzharris,1977a) and snow melt makes a significant 

contribution to spring and early summer runoff in many South Island rivers 

(Fitzharris, 1977a; Grimmond, 1980; Fitzharris & Grimmond, 1982; Harrison, 1986a; 

Moore & Prowse, 1988). Over 75% of the country's electricity is provided through hydro

electric power schemes. Snow melt supplies many irrigation schemes in drier parts of 

Otago and Canterbury. The development of recreational activities such as Nordic and 

down-hill skiing has further increased the importance of the seasonal snow as a resource 

in New Zealand. 

As the demands on snow as a resource have increased, so has the need for 

a greater understanding of snow cover formation and evolution in New Zealand. 

However, this has been hampered by the difficulty of access to the seasonal snow zone 

and the highly variable nature of snow cover in New Zealand. The maritime location of 

New Zealand mountains means the snow pack accumulates and melts erratically. Gillies 

(1964) noted, that in Central Otago, snow accumulation" is not a continuous cumulative 

process as in continental snowfields; but it thaws, recedes and reforms at intervals through 

the winter, so that the water content of the snow pack is variable and hence difficult to 

measure." Large variations in snow cover occur not only within each season but also from 

year to year. 

Snow cover in New Zealand is also highly variable over space. In Central Otago, local 

variations due to different aspects and slopes are as important as those due to elevation 

(Fitzharris, 197 6). Much of this local variability is the result of strong winds, combined 

with low density snow, which induces snow drifting and hence the accumulation of snow 

in natural traps within the landscape. Fitzharris (1977b) assessed the number of natural 

traps in the landscape and their capacity in order to estimate the maximum size of the 

snow pack in Central Otago. He indicated that tussocks and other low species are a major 
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factor in snow storage in this landscape (Table 1.1 ). This view is supported by other 

studies which have investigated the role of vegetation in snow distribution in Central 

Otago (Fitzharris, 1976; Harrison, 1986b ). 

Tussock vegetation is subject to modification by farming practices such as burning and 

overgrazing. This can result in changes to the water resources of a catchment by affecting 

processes such as the interception of fog (Mark & Rowley,1976). It also affects the 

accumulation and melt of snow (Fitzharris,1976; Harrison,1986b) but most ofthis 

research in New Zealand has dealt with snow tussock grassland (Chionochloa spp.) and 

other types of grassland have been ignored. This in an important omission, because 

farming practices have led to short tussocks replacing snow tussocks over extensive areas 

of the High Country (Figure 1.1). 

It has been recognised that snow cover in short tussock grasssland is likely to differ 

from that in snow tussock grassland. Gillies (1978) predicted that snow depths would be 

lower, snow mobility higher and melting time shorter in short tussock grasslands than in 

snow tussock grassland. Similarly, Fitzharris (1976, 1977b & 1979) suggested that snow 

mobility and hence sublimation would increase if snow tussocks were replaced by a lower 

vegetation. However, to date, no observations or measurements of snow cover in short 

tussock grassland have been made. 

As a result of overgrazing, the density and stature of tussocks within short tussock 

grassland varies widely. Therefore, measurements of the effects of overgrazing on snow 

cover patterns are needed if the impacts oflanduse are to be understood. Overgrazing 

affects both snow cover formation and melt, and may have subsequent effects on water 

yield from tussock catchments. 

Measurements of snow cover within short tussock grassland are needed so as to 

improve our understanding of snow hydrology in such areas. Overseas studies have 

shown that the extent to which differences in snow cover occur between vegetation types 

depends upon the conditions under which the snow cover develops (Adams, 1976). In 

Central Otago, snow cover development varies widely both within each season and from 

year to year (Harrison, 1986a). Therefore, field measurements, alone, are not likely to 

provide any useful working relationships for producing reliable estimates of snow water 

equivalent. To successfully estimate snow water equivalent in Central Otago block 

mountains, a combination of field studies and modelling procedures are required. 
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Table 1.1: Estimated maximum snow storage capacity of Central Otago mountain terrain. 

From Fitzharris (1977b) 

Nature of store Snow storage 
(mm water equivalent) 

Vegetation traps 500 
Behind tors 2 
In gullies and behind breaks of slope 95 
In inci~ient cirgues of block mountain fault scar~ 84 
I TOTAL 680 

0 300km 
'-=~---~~---

J) 8 Short Tussock Grassland 

.•' 
Figure 1.1: The distribution of shoti tussock grassland in New Zealand. 

From Newsome (1987). 
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1.2 Conceptual Framework 

First it is necessary to measure the snow cover and explain the snow cover patterns 

observed in terms of the processes involved. While the distribution of snow cover on 

Central Otago mountains is highly variable (Gillies,1964; Fitzharris,1976; 

Harrison, 1986a), it is assumed to be explicable in terms of interactions among climate, 

topography and vegetation. These interactions produce spatial variations in snow cover 

processes and hence snow cover distribution. Spatial variability can be considered at four 

scales (Fitzharris, 197 6); 

e The macro scale (>108 m2). The scale of a group of mountains. 

e The meso scale (104-108 m2). The scale of a single mountain. 

e The local scale (1 0-1 o4m2). The scale of a mountain ridge or valley. 

e The micro scale (<10m2). The scale of individual plants. 

To deal with snow cover variations at the local and micro scales it is necessary to be 

concerned with the influence of vegetation on snow cover. Consideration should also be 

given to the possible effects of vegetation modification on snow cover. During the snow 

season of 1992, field measurements and experiments were undertaken on the Pisa Range, 

a typical block fault mountain range in Central Otago. A second requirement is for a more 

theoretical approach. A model which simulates micro-scale snow cover distribution in 

tussock grassland is required 

1.3 Aims 

The main aims of this thesis are : 

• to describe the spatial and temporal patterns of snow cover over a snow season 

within induced short tussock grassland in Central Otago. 

• to investigate the role of the vegetation in causing spatial variations of snow cover 

and to identify the processes involved. 

• to investigate the effects of overgrazing on snow cover patterns within induced short 

tussock grassland. 

• to develop a numerical simulation model which describes the accumulation, melt 

and distribution of snow within short tussock grassland throughout a snow season. 

4 



1.4 Nature of the Study Area 

1.4.1 Physical Setting 

Central Otago is dominated by a series of fault block mountains. These mountains are 

relatively low and flat-topped and are much less rugged than other mountains in the 

seasonal snow zone of New Zealand. The Pisa Range is situated on the western side of 

the Upper Clutha Valley and is one of several such mountain blocks stretching from the 

Rock and Pillars in the east to the Pisa Range in the west (Figure 1.2). 

1.4.2 Topography 

The topography of the Pisa Range is very similar to that of other block fault mountains 

in Central Otago. The western side of the range rises gently to an elevation of 1964m 

(Figure 1.3), while the eastern scarp face is steep and gullied. The summit of the range is 

smooth and gently rolling. At lower attitudes on the western face, streams drain the 

mountain slopes at wide intervals to produce a landscape pattern of broad smooth 

interfluves separated by small gullies (Figure 1.4). 

1.4.3 Vegetation 

The vegetation on the Pisa Range is typical of that found throughout the Central 

Otago region. As on other Central Otago mountains, tussock grassland forms much of the 

cover although this is replaced by herbfields and cushion vegetation at high elevations. 

The composition of the tussock grassland varies with altitude (Figure 1.5). Snow tussock 

formed much of the original plant cover but continued grazing and burning have led to it's 

replacement with various types of short tussock. At present, introduced pasture grasses 

and native short tussock (Festuca novae-zelandie) dominate at the lower altitudes (below 

1 OOOm). As altitude increases, Festuca matthewsii replaces the common hard tussock, the 

introduced grasses disappear and spear grasses (Aciphylla spp.) become an important 

component of the vegetation. High alpine fescue tussock extends from approximately 

1200m to 1500m. The uppermost zone of grassland extends to approximately 1700m. 

This high alpine blue tussock grassland is dominated by dwarfblue tussock (Poa 

capeosita) although snow tussock (Chionochloa spp.) is locally dominant, mostly in damp 

hollows. Above the grassland the vegetation cover consists of low growing cushion plants 

such as Pygmea spp., Raoulia hectori, Celmisia spp. and Dracophyllum muscoides. 
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Figure 1.2: The block fault mountains of Central Otago. 
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Figure 1.3: Gently rolling terrain at approximately 1500m on the western face of the Pi sa 

Range. 
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Figure 1.5: Schematic diagram of altitudinal vegetation zones on the Pisa Range. 
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1.4.4 Mountain Climate 

The climate of Central Otago is the closest there is to a continental climate in New 

Zealand, and as such is one of extremes. The summers are hot and dry and the winters are 

cold and dry (Figure 1.6). The mountain ranges have a north-west to south-east alignment 

and so are almost perpendicular to the prevailing westerly airflow. Interception and 

modification of this airflow results in the mountains receiving two to three times more 

precipitation than the valleys. Strong persistent winds are a characteristic feature of the 

mountain climate in Central Otago (Bliss & Mark,1974; Mark & Rowley,1976; 

Talbot,1983). Windspeed averaged 5.7 m/s on the crest of the Old Man Range (1590m) 

over a two-year period, with little seasonal variation (Mark & Bliss, 1970). The wind 

direction is predominantly westerly, with southwesterly winds common in winter and 

west-northwesterly in spring. 

The climate on the Central Otago block mountains is also characterised by low mean 

air temperatures. Mean monthly air temperatures recorded on the summit of the Old Man 

Range, were below 0°C for five months ofthe year (Mark,1974). Because ofthe low 

temperatures, snow tends to lie on the ground for several months of the year. Snow may 

fall at any time of the year but it usually only persists for any length of time between May 

and November. The seasonal snow line lies at approximately 1000m (Fitzharris,l977a). 

Snow tends to accumulate slowly over a period of three to five months and then melts 

rapidly (Harrison, 1986a). The snow tends to have a low density and this combined with 

persistently strong winds, results in frequent snow transport and drifting. Much of the 

variability of snow cover in Central Otago is induced by snow drifting (Fitzharris, 197 6). 

1.5 Structure of the Thesis 

The following chapter discusses snow cover processes and the factors that affect them. 

Chapter 3 presents the methods used in this study and introduces the outline of a 

numerical simulation model developed in this study. The results of the field measurements 

are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the numerical simulation 

model and presents some preliminary results of simulation runs which use the model to 

investigate the effects of overgrazing on snow cover patterns. A summary of the study 

and it's conclusions are contained in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 1.6: Mean monthly precipitation and temperature values for Cromwell 

(t'949-1980) which is situated approximately 20km southeast of the 

study area . 
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2 Snow Cover Distribution 

2.1 Snow Cover Processes 

Snow cover is the result of a series of complex processes so that it's properties vary in 

both time and space. This variability results from a number of factors which have varying 

and overlapping effects. However, within the same climatic region, there is a tendency for 

snow to accumulate in recurring patterns unique to specific terrain and landuse (Steppuhn 

& Dyck, 1974). 

Snow depth and density are the net result of three processes; 

• snowfall; 

• redistribution of snow; and 

• ablation. 

An understanding of these processes and their effects is of primary importance in the 

analysis of snow cover distribution. Each of these three processes is discussed in the 

following sections. 

2.1.1 Snowfall 

Snowfall involves the deposition of snow from the atmosphere and, at the macro scale 

(>1o8m2), it is largely dependent on regional climate and latitude (Elder et al., 1991 ). The 

formation of snow in the atmosphere depends on many atmospheric variables, although 

the most important are that the ambient temperature is less than 0°C and that super

cooled water is present (Schemenaur et al., 1981). 

Snow flakes that arrive at the ground may be a simple product of ice crystal formation 

or the result of a complex life history. The formation process governs not only the depth 

of snow but also physical properties of the snow crystals such as shape and mass. 

The density of freshly-fallen snow depends upon both the formation process and the 

conditions under which it was deposited. Air temperature during snowfall determines the 

hardness and dryness of the snow (McKay & Gray,1981). Wet snow falls when air 

temperatures are near melting point, while snow is usually relatively dry and light when 

colder temperatures prevail. Prowse ( 1981) calculated a correlation coefficient of 0. 71 
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between new snow density and surface air temperature on the Craigiebum Mountains, 

New Zealand. 

Wind conditions during deposition also affect the density of new snow. Snow that falls 

during windy conditions tends to have a higher density than that which falls under calm 

conditions (McKay & Gray,1981; Perla & Martinelli,1975). Prowse (1981) measured the 

mean density of new snow on the Craigiebum Range to be 130 kglm3 during calm 

conditions and 225 kglm3 in windy conditions. It was inferred that the higher densities 

during windy conditions were the result of smaller snow particles being packed tighter 

together. 

The deposition of new snow on the ground is controlled by airflow over the surface. 

Elevation is considered to be the most important factor in snowfall distribution at the 

meso scale. At smaller scales, the modification of airflow by terrain features such as hills, 

gullies and rock outcrops produces variations in the distribution of snowfall. 

2.1.2 Redistribution of Snow by Wind 

Even if snowfall were uniform over an area, ultimately, the snow cover would still 

become highly irregular as a result of redistribution of snow by wind. Depending upon 

windspeed and the nature of the snow pack, various amounts of snow may be shifted from 

it's original resting place. When the windspeed exceeds a critical threshold, the shearing 

forces exerted by the airflow against the snow particles, dislodge particles and they drift 

along the surface or in the air (Radok, 1977). The windspeed threshold is dependent upon 

the wetness and hardness of the snow cover. Wet and aged snow has larger cohesive 

forces between individual snow particles than dry newly-fallen snow and so requires 

higher windspeeds to initiate it's movement. In general, threshold velocities for drifting 

snow have been quoted by various authors as falling in the range 8-16 rn/s, as measured at 

10m above the surface (Radok,1977). 

Redistribution of snow by wind frequently results in a very irregular snow cover 

(Fitzharris, 1976; Perla & Martinelli, 1975; Elder et al., 1989). Drifting snow may result in 

an increase or decrease in snow cover depending upon the local windspeed, which in tum 

is determined by the surface roughness. Erosion of snow occurs wherever surface 

windspeeds increase and eroded snow is deposited in areas of reduced windspeed. The 

location of such areas is dependent on the prevailing wind direction and snow drifts may 

shift position between storms. When the wind frequently changes direction, variations in 

the distribution of snow produced by snow drifting are less pronounced. 
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Snow drifting also produces changes in the physical shape and properties of snow 

crystals. Snow crystals are broken and become smaller as they drift along the surface and 

so can be packed much closer together. Consequently, snow drifts tend to have a much 

greater density than that ofthe original snow (McKay & Gray,1981; Prowse,1981). On 

the Prairies, in USA, Gray eta/. (1970) reported that the density of newly-fallen snow 

increased from 45 kglm3 to 230 kg/m3 within a period of24 hours under blizzard 

conditions. 

Another important aspect to consider is the sublimation of snow particles while in 

transport. As a particle is transported, all of it's surfaces are exposed to the air and a 

boundary layer develops around it (Schmidt,1972). If the vapour pressure of the 

surrounding air is less than the saturation value, a vapour pressure gradient occurs across 

the boundary layer and sublimation begins. The rate of sublimation depends primarily on 

air temperature, windspeed and humidity (Schmidt, 1982). This rate, in conjunction with 

the average distance the snow is transported, determines the total sublimation loss. 

2.1.3 Ablation 

Ablation involves deflation and melting and is controlled by the energy exchanges at 

the air/snow and snow/ground interfaces. Deflation refers to the settling and compacting 

of the snow on the ground following deposition. These changes are largely the result of 

metamorphism. Metamorphism involves the sublimation of water within the snow pack 

and produces changes in the shape and size of snow particles. The types of metamorphism 

which occur are governed largely by the amount of free water and the temperature 

distribution within the snow pack (Male,1980). Metamorphic processes vary in time and 

space resulting in variations in the rate of settling and density of snow. 

Snow melt is the net result of the energy exchanges at the air/snow and snow/ground 

interfaces. These energy exchanges, for a snow pack close to 0°C, are given by the 

energy balance (Oke, 1987): 

Qm = Q* + Qh + Qe + Qg + Qr + ~Qs (2.1) 

where Qm = the energy flux available for melt; 

Q* = the net radiation flux; 

Qh = the sensible heat flux at the air/snow interface; 

Qe =the latent heat flux at the air/snow interface; 

Qg =the flux of heat at the ground/snow interface; 

Qr =the flux of heat from rain; 

~Qs =the change of heat storage within the snow pack. 
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The relative importance of the various energy exchanges can be expected to vary with 

elevation, latitude and time of the year. However, it is well documented that, in most 

continental situations, the net radiation flux dominates snow melt and the sensible and 

latent heat sources are generally of secondary importance (Male & Granger, 1981; 

Olyphant, 1986). However, in some circumstances, such as maritime areas and areas in the 

lee of mountain ranges, the sensible heat flux (Qh) dominates the energy exchanges. For 

example, when the energy balance was assessed for periods of spring melt in the 

Craigiebum Range, New Zealand, Qh was the greatest energy source on 23 of the 31 days 

studied (Prowse & Owens,1982). Meteorological conditions appear to determine whether 

net radiation or sensible heat flux dominate snow melt. McKay (1978) and Prowse & 

Owens (1982) found that the net radiation flux dominated snow melt when the air mass 

over a region is thermodynamically stable. The sensible heat flux is the major source of 

energy when the air over a region is in the process of change, such as during frontal 

passages. This can be explained by the control exerted on the sensible heat flux by wind 

and turbulence. The latent heat flux is often highly correlated with the sensible heat flux 

because turbulence, which favours one also favours the other. The latent heat flux can be 

an important energy source when there is turbulence and the air is humid. 

The remaining energy sources are much less important. The ground heat flux (Qg) is a 

negligible component of the daily energy balance of a snow pack when compared to the 

radiation, sensible and latent heat fluxes. For example, Prowse & Owens (1982) estimated 

that on the Craigiebum Range, New Zealand, the ground heat flux contributed less than 

0.65 MJ/m2/d to the daily energy balance during winter. However, the ground heat flux 

can be significant in autumn or when the whole melt season is considered. 

The net heat storage term, .6Qs, refers to internal energy gains or losses in the snow 

pack due to variations in radiation, heat conduction and phase change of water. In New 

Zealand, this term is usually considered to be small. Measurements in the W aimakariri 

Catchment have shown that below 2000m, heat deficits rarely exceed the energy required 

to melt 6mm of snow water equivalent (Prowse, 1981; Moore, 1984). 

Rainfall onto a snow cover provides energy for snow melt through the transfer of heat 

to the snow by the rain water. Generally, this is not an important energy source. For 

example, it was estimated that during a number of winter and spring melt periods on the 

Craigiebum Range, New Zealand, the precipitation heat flux never exceeded 8% of the 

total daily heat supply (Prowse & Owens,1982). However, on certain occasions, 

precipitation may be an important energy source. Fitzharris et al. (1980) estimated that 

during one storm in Otago, New Zealand, the precipitation heat flow provided about 20% 
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of the energy available for melt. This estimate, however, was for an exceptionally intense 

rainstorm and it appears that the estimates given by Prowse & Owens (1982) are more 

typical of rain-on-snow events. 

2.1.4 Factors Affecting Snow Cover Processes 

Spatial variability is a characteristic feature of snow cover resulting from variations in 

the occurrence and rate of snow cover processes. As discussed in the previous sections, 

the meteorological conditions during and following snowfall are a controlling factor in 

snowfall, redistribution by wind and ablation. However, topography and vegetation 

interact with the meteorological conditions producing further variations in snow cover. 

Topography and vegetation influence airflow over the surface and hence can effect initial 

patterns of snow deposition as well as subsequent redistribution by wind. Further, they 

create local differences in snow melt thereby contributing to variations in snow cover. The 

role of topography and vegetation in snow cover distribution is discussed in the following 

sections. 

2.2 Topographic Features 

During periods of accumulation, topography induces variations in the distribution of 

snowfall and produces further variations in snow cover by affecting the redistribution of 

snow by wind. Topography produces further variations in snow cover distribution during 

periods of melt by increasing the variability of snow melt rates. Topographic factors that 

have been related to variations in snow cover are elevation, aspect, slope and terrain 

obstacles. 

2.2.1 Elevation 

Elevation is often presumed to be the most important factor affecting the distribution 

of snow cover over a mountain (McKay & Gray, 1981 ). Snowfall increases with elevation 

as a result of the increase in precipitation with elevation and the change from rain to snow 

with elevation (Barry, 1981 ). Often a linear association between snow accumulation and 

elevation may be found within a given elevation interval at a specific location ( eg. Gary & 

Coltharp, 1967). However, applying such relationships to other areas is questionable since 

the influence of elevation is dependent upon climate and slope. Consistent empirical 
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relationships between elevation and snow cover are most likely to occur in continental 

areas where freezing levels are maintained close to the base of the mountain and there is 

little rain or winter snow melt (Fitzharris, 1978). 

In temperate areas, where freezing levels intersect the mountain at some elevation 

above their base, snow cover increases with elevation in the form of a "snow wedge" 

(Fitzharris, 1978) (Figure 2.1 ). Above the freezing line, snow depth and water equivalent 

increase steadily with elevation while below it snow cover extends down to the snow-line 

which coincides with the rain/snow boundary. The shape and slope of the snow wedge 

and the associated snow-line tend to vary from storm to storm. However, successive 

snowfalls produce a similar wedge shape increase in snow pack water equivalent with 

elevation and the slope of the snow wedge tends to become progressively steeper 

(Figure 2.2). 

The variation of snow melt with elevation also plays a role in determining the shape 

and slope of the snow wedge. Because temperature decreases with elevation, less snow 

melt occurs at higher elevations. This produces changes in the shape of the snow wedge 

and steepens it's slope. 

The relationship between snow cover and elevation in temperate areas is highly 

variable. Variations in the shape and slope of the snow wedge occur from month to 

month, year to year and locality to locality (Fitzharris, 1978). These variations are 

controlled by weather conditions and synoptic sequences. 

2.2.2 Aspect 

Variations in snow cover between slopes with different aspect can be large. In Central 

Otago, snow water equivalent can vary by more than 200% on moderate slopes with 

varying aspect (Harrison, 1986a). Aspect influences snow cover through two independent 

processes. Firstly, orientation of a slope with respect to the prevailing wind direction is 

important in determining snow accumulation. When snowfall occurs during windy 

conditions, the deposition of snow on the ground is controlled by the airflow over the 

surface. Because windspeeds are generally lower on leeward slopes, greater snow 

deposition occurs on these slopes. During snow drifting, snow is eroded from windward 

slopes and redeposited on leeward slopes. 

Further variations in the distribution of snow cover result from the influence of aspect 

on ablation of the snow pack. Solar radiation received by a slope is dependent upon it's 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic cross section showing how snow deposition accumulates with 

elevation on a typical New Zealand mountain after a storm. Effects of wind 

drifting and aspect are ignored. Snow depths are greatly exaggerated 

compared with the height ofthe mountain. From Fitzharris (1979). 
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Figure 2.2: Illustration ofhow successive snowfalls (numbered (1) to (5)) from storms 

with different freezing levels combine to produce a snow wedge of increasing 

snow accumulation with elevation. From Fitzharris (1979). 
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aspect and large variations occur between slopes of varying aspect. Hence variations in 

snow melt can occur between slopes with varying aspect although the magnitude of these 

variations depends upon the relative importance of the various energy exchanges. In the 

Waimakariri Catchment, Moore (1984) reported that aspect was the major control of 

local spatial variability of snow melt during calm, clear melt periods. However, during 

periods of advective melt, exposure to wind and elevation were strong controls. 

2.2.3 Slope 

Variations in snow cover properties can be related to slope angle as the amount of 

snow that is retained by a slope is dependent upon it's steepness. Very steep slopes are 

unable to hold large quantities of snow because of the losses resulting from avalanching 

and snow creep. 

The slope of a surface also affects the amount of solar radiation received by the 

surface. Consequently, variations in snow cover can be related to variations in slope 

angle. Several empirical relationships have been established between slope angle and snow 

cover (eg. Golding,1974). However, these relationships vary from year to year and are 

only applicable to the areas for which they were derived because of their dependence 

upon meteorological conditions. 

Breaks of slope are very important in inducing variations in the distribution of snow 

cover if drifting snow is a common occurrence or if snowfall occurs during windy 

conditions. Snow accumulation tends to be greater on concave surfaces such as hollows 

and gullies, while on convex surfaces snow cover tends to be shallow. 

2.2.4 Terrain Obstacles 

Obstacles in the terrain, such as rock outcrops and isolated mounds, induce variations 

in the distribution of snow cover. They protrude into the airflow and increased velocities 

occur over and around them. Separation of flow can occur as the wind passes over the 

obstacle and an eddy forms in it's lee. Thus, the area to the lee of the obstacle is sheltered 

but subject to short-term gustiness (Oke, 1987). A bolster eddy may also form at the 

windward base of the obstacle as some ofthe flow is deflected down. When snowfall 

occurs during windy conditions, or during snow drifting, distinctive patterns of snow 

accumulation develop around such obstacles as a result of these windflow patterns 

(Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3: Windflow and snow deposition around a small isolated elevation. 

From Wilken (1967). 
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2.3 Vegetative Factors 

Vegetation interacts with the meteorological conditions to produce variations in snow 

cover in a similar manner as topography. Conversely, vegetation patterns are, to some 

extent, controlled by snow cover patterns. Snow cover produces significant changes in the 

ambient environment due to it's unique radiative properties. It reduces soil heat loss and 

modifies the ground temperature regime producing a less extreme environment than if the 

ground was bare (Bliss & Mark,1974). The duration of snow cover is an important 

control on vegetation patterns. The longer snow cover persists, the shorter the growing 

season is for the vegetation beneath the snow. Snow cover also provides moisture upon 

melting and this is important in areas where moisture is a limiting factor in plant growth. 

Vegetation, however, induces variations in snow cover distribution. Under similar 

terrain and weather conditions, different vegetative covers produce distinctive snow 

distribution patterns. At the local scale (10-I04m2), snow cover distribution can be 

related to the type and density of vegetation. Individual plants can produce variations in 

snow cover at the micro scale. These variations result from the effects of vegetation on 

surface roughness and the energy exchange processes. This produces variations in three 

ways: 

• through the interception of snow; 

• through trapping snow; and 

• through it's influence on ablation. 

2.3.1 Interception of Snow by Vegetation 

Interception loss refers to that part of the snowfall which is intercepted by vegetation 

and returned to the atmosphere through evaporation. It influences the amount of snowfall 

that reaches the ground and it's distribution. For example, snow depth increases rapidly 

outside the radius of tree crowns, producing a "ridge and hollow" effect (McKay & 

Gray,l981). Most studies concerned with the interception of snow have dealt with trees 

and shrubs but low-growing herbaceous plants also have the ability to intercept snow. 

The magnitude of interception loss varies markedly. It is determined by two factors : 

the maximum amount of snow that can be stored on the leaves and branches of a specific 

type and density of vegetation; and the opportunity for the evaporation of stored snow. 
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The maximum amount of snow that can be stored on the vegetation is determined, largely, 

by the canopy density. However, other important factors are: 

• branching type (whether the branches are horizontal or slanted); 

• foliage type (shape and plane of the leaves and whether the vegetation is evergreen or 

deciduous); 

• vegetative type (tree, shrub or herb); and 

• vegetation height (US Army, 1956). 

The amount of snow stored on the vegetation that is returned to the atmosphere 

through evaporation (interception loss) is determined by the meteorological conditions. 

The frequency of snow-free periods, the wind conditions and humidity are controlling 

factors. Stored snow that is not evaporated may be blown off the vegetation or may melt 

in situ. 

2.3.2 Snow Trapping by Vegetation 

The ability of vegetation to induce snow deposition is well-documented 

(Hutchinson, 1965; Sturges, 197 5; Willis, 1978; Smika & Whitfield, 1966). Vegetation 

markedly deforms the airflow near the surface. Windflow and depositional patterns similar 

to Rikhter's model can develop around isolated plants. Small eddies form ahead of the 

plant, down the curve of the leeward canopies and downwind of the plant. Light 

snowflakes fall out of the windstream in these eddies and create distinctive depositional 

patterns on the plants and adjacent areas. Such depositional patterns have been described 

around sagebrush plants (Sonder & Alley, 1961 ), manzanita shrubs (Wilken, 1967) and 

tussocks (Fitzharris,1976; Weir,1979; Harrison,1986b). The amount of snow trapped in 

these drifts can be large. For example, snow drifts trapped by individual snow tussocks in 

Central Otago, had an average length and depth of2.6m and 0.3m, respectively 

(Harrison, 1986b ). 

The size of drift deposits induced by plants varies markedly. Plant species, height, 

density, shape, foliage and flexibility are all important factors in the disturbance to the 

airflow. Vegetation height is an important factor in determining the surface roughness and 

hence the windspeed profile above the surface. Taller vegetation generally means greater 

surface roughness and hence lower surface wind speeds. This can promote the deposition 

of snow and protect the snow cover from erosion. Tabler (1975) developed a snow 

retention model for sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) in which drift length and volume were 
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entirely dependent upon the plant height. Similarly, Willis (1978) reported that the depth 

of snow within small grain stubble is governed by stubble height. 

The species, vegetation and foliage types determine the porosity of the plant which is 

also an important factor in controlling the amount of snow trapped in the drift. It 

determines the properties of airflow through and/or around the plant and hence the snow 

depositional patterns. If a plant is very dense, the reduction in wind speed immediately to 

the lee of the plant is considerable because there is no or little penetration of airflow. 

However, the wind regains it's former value within a relatively short distance downstream. 

A less dense plant provides less protection near it's base because of considerable 

throughflow but the zone of decreased wind speed extends further downwind (Oke, 1987). 

Finally, the surface wind conditions and the supply of blowing snow are important 

controls on the growth of drifts behind individual plants. Weir (1979) reported that when 

the wind blows upslope, the adverse local gradient downwind of a tussock is reduced by 

the flow's favourable gradient and a shorter drift results. In the downslope case, the two 

adverse gradients combine to produce a longer drift and greater local accumulation. 

In an area of continuous vegetation cover, the depositional patterns associated with 

individual plants overlap each other and eventually become indistinguishable. When this 

happens, the undulating nature of the surface becomes the primary factor influencing the 

amount of snow trapped. Snow deposition is concentrated in small openings in the 

vegetation and behind plant canopies. Therefore, vegetation density is very important in 

determining the nature of the snow surface. Numerous studies have reported differences 

in theaccumulation of snow cover between different species (eg. Adams,1976; Van 

Haveren & Strifller,1976; Fitzgibbon & Dunne,1979; West & Caldwell,l983). 

Vegetation cover also affects the average snow cover density and consequent hardness 

during the accumulation of snow. There tends to be a progressive decrease in snow 

density with increasing vegetation cover. This is related to the packing of snow by wind 

action during snow drifting. 

2.3.3 The Influence of Vegetation on Ablation 

Vegetation affects the surface energy exchanges and hence has the ability to induce 

variations in snow cover ablation. The most noticeable effect of vegetation is on the 

radiation balance. Plants have a lower albedo than snow and so absorb more incident solar 

radiation. This can occur even if the plants are buried a few centimetres below the snow 
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surface because of the ability of snow to transmit some short-wave radiation. Higher 

absorption of solar radiation results in a warming of the plant relative to the surrounding 

snow. Heat is then lost to the snow through conductance or, more importantly, it is re

radiated as long-wave radiation. Snow, effectively a black body to long-wave radiation, 

absorbs this energy freely. The result of these two processes is a warming ofthe snow 

which causes faster metamorphism and melt. Sturges ( 1977) reported that, in an area of 

sagebrush cover, the rate of snow melt accelerated sharply when the snow surface 

reached the sagebrush crowns and attributed this to the changes in energy relations 

described above. 

Characteristic melt patterns develop around vegetation as a result of the above 

processes. Hutchinson (1965) described the formation of depressions around individual 

sagebrush plants while the snow pack between plants remained relatively unchanged. This 

resulted in a snow topography ofhummocks and depressions. Fitzharris (1976) observed 

a similar pattern of melt around snow tussocks. Subnival cavities form about tillers near 

the surface and the snow eventually collapses. Once the tillers emerge, melt proceeds 

more rapidly in a circular fashion away from the plant. The tussock becomes exposed but 

may be surrounded by up to one metre of snow. Snow temperature measurements around 

snow tussocks indicate that, during this period of melt, temperatures within the tussock 

crown are about 5°C warmer than the surrounding snow (Fitzharris, 197 6; Weir, 1979). 

Different types of vegetation produce different patterns and rates of snow melt 

(eg. Fitzgibbon & Dunne,1983). 

2.4 Snow Cover Landscape Units 

The above discussion indicates that climatic conditions, topography and vegetation 

interact in a complex manner to govern snow cover distribution. Although the factors 

affecting snow cover distribution have varying and overlapping effects, there is a tendency 

for a specific landscape type, within the same climate region, to accumulate snow in 

characteristic, recurring patterns (Steppuhn & Dyck,1974). Consequently, similar 

frequency distributions of snow depth, mean density and water equivalent may be found 

within the same "landscape units". These units are identified by variables such as slope, 

aspect, altitude and vegetation. 
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Identification of distinctive snow cover characteristics for such landscape units is a 

recurring theme in the literature (eg. Adams,1976; Fitzgibbon & Dunne,1979; Adams & 

Barr,1979; Schroeter & Whiteley,1986). The objective of such work is to enable regional 

generalisations to be made about snow cover conditions from a few measurements made 

at selected locations. Relationships between landscape units defined in terms of vegetation 

are particularly useful, as the extent and nature (species, composition, spacing, 

completeness of cover, height, etc) of vegetation can be established quickly and 

accurately for large areas, allowing rapid regional extrapolation. An approach such as this 

would be extremely useful for the block mountains of Central Otago. 

Useful working relationships have been established between snow cover and landscape 

types within distinctive climatic regions. However, extrapolation of these relationships to 

other regions or even between years in the same region, must be undertaken with caution. 

Snow cover on different units may differ appreciably from year to year. Differences occur 

as a result of inter-annual variations in wind direction, the amount of wind during 

snowfall, the frequency of snow drifting and the opportunities for snow melt. Adams 

(1976) pointed out that consistency of relationships between snow cover and vegetation 

depends upon the consistency in the evolution of snow cover during the season. His work 

suggests that a colder environment is more conducive to the preservation of different 

snow cover conditions on different landscape types. In such an environment, the 

differences between landscape types increase progressively during accumulation and are 

the result of persistent differences in accumulation processes and internal metamorphic 

processes. 

2.5 Modelling Snow Cover 

Although snow cover landscape units are a very useful tool for determining areal 

variability of snow cover in some areas, their applicability to the block mountains of 

Central Otago is somewhat limited. Snow cover in this area is subject to periods of melt 

and rain throughout the winter months and changes in snow cover that result from 

ablation can mask the differences in snow cover caused by vegetation (Adams,1976). 

Also, snow cover in Central Otago is highly variable both within and between seasons, 

making extrapolation of any relationships difficult. 
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However, studies in New Zealand have shown that differences do occur between 

vegetative covers (Fitzharris,l976; Weir,1979; Harrison,1986b). Therefore, the use of 

landscapes based upon vegetation, slope and aspect is applicable although regional 

generalisations of snow cover will only apply for a short period following measurement. 

This approach could be made more effective if some type of accumulation-ablation 

model was used to estimate snow cover on different landscape units. By using daily 

meteorological observations to model snow cover, regional and temporal generalisations 

of snow cover in Central Otago block mountains would be more widely applicable. 

At present, the lack of knowledge of snow transport and deposition processes defies 

the development of a physically based mathematical model for describing snow cover 

distribution. An intermediate solution is to develop an empirically-based numerical 

simulation model for describing snow cover distribution in tussock grassland. Such a 

model would provide a useful tool for immediate application and may stimulate further 

research. 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Snow Cover Measurements 

Snow cover refers to the amount of snow on the ground at some point in time and it 

represents the net result of the snow cover processes at that point. The amount of water 

contained within the snow cover is dependent upon both the depth and density of the 

snow. Both exhibit wide temporal and spatial variations and relatively large differences 

can be expected in them within short periods of time. However, snow density tends to 

vary less than snow depth. 

The water equivalent of a snow cover is the vertical depth of water which would be 

obtained by melting it, and is the product of snow depth and the vertically-integrated 

snow density. It is a more conservative property than either depth or density since 

changes only occur when real losses or gains are experienced by the snow cover. 

There are two important aspects to consider when assessing the water equivalent of a 

snow cover. Firstly, the measurement technique to be used must be considered and 

secondly, the problem of sampling in time and space must be addressed. A wide variety of 

techniques are available to measure snow depth, density and water equivalent. 

The simplest method for measuring snow depth involves inserting a graduated rod 

through the snow to the ground surface and this was the method used in this study. 

Measurements taken in this manner may overstate the actual snow depth if snow is 

supported by grass mats, tall tussocks or covers uneven ground (Chinn, 1969; Weir, 1979; 

Schroeter & Whiteley, 1986). However, this is the only operationally-consistent way of 

measuring snow depth when extensive measurements are made within a small area. 

There are a number of different methods for measuring snow water equivalent but the 

standard method involves using a snow sampler. A snow sampler consists of a graduated 

tube with a cutter fixed to it's lower end, and a spring balance (reading directly into snow 

water equivalent units) to weigh the tube and it's contents (Figure 3.1). This method is 

destructive as successive measurements must be taken at different points confounding 

variation in time with variation in space. 
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Figure 3.1: Snow-sampling equipment: (A) snow-sampling tube; (B) tubular spring 

balance; (C) cradle; (D) driving wrench; (E) spanner wrenches; (F) cutter; 

(G) screw couplings; (H) scale. From WMO (1974). 
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Snow sampler measurements of snow water equivalent are subject to a variety of errors. 

One of the most common errors results from an incomplete core of snow in the sampler. 

However, most samplers have narrow slots which allow the length of the core to be 

inspected and, if the snow depth has been previously measured, it can quickly be 

determined if a complete core has been obtained. Measurement errors can also arise when 

snow freezes in the tube causing plugging and restricting any further snow from entering 

the tube. This occurs when the snow temperature is below 0°C but the air temperature is 

above freezing. Further measurement errors can also occur when readings are taken in 

windy conditions. Strong winds may exert pressure on the tube causing the balance to 

indicate too high a value ofwater equivalent. Chinn (1969) noted that even moderate 

winds can increase water equivalent readings by 2-4 em. This problem may be overcome 

by storing the cores in containers or bags and returning them to a base where they may be 

accurately weighed. Despite these measurement errors, snow samplers are still considered 

the best approximation of true water equivalent ( Goodison et al., 1981). 

Two other techniques for measuring snow water equivalent are snow pillows and 

natural gamma radiation. However, both of these techniques were inappropriate for use in 

this study and a Federal, or Mt Rose, snow sampler was used. Tests have shown this 

sampler is suitable for use in all depths and types of snow cover ( Goodison et al., 1981 ), 

but that it overestimates snow water equivalent by 7-10% (Freeman, 1965; 

Goodison, 1978). Originally the cores were to be put in plastic bags and weighed later 

indoors as suggested by Goodison et al. (1981 ). However, this method was abandoned 

following a trial run, as removing and retaining the core proved very difficult. Bagging, 

labelling and transporting the samples was also very time consuming and so measurements 

were made in the field with the use of the spring balance. 

Snow density can be measured by weighing or melting a known volume of snow. 

However, values of snow density are most often calculated from measurements of snow 

depth and water equivalent and this method was used in this study. 

The second aspect to be considered in assessing snow cover is the problem of how to 

sample over space and time. The sampling schemes used in this study are described in the 

following sections along with other field procedures. The location of the study area is 

shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Topographic map of the study area showing the location of the sampling areas and the automatic climate station. 



3.2 Climatic Data 

A knowledge of meteorologic factors is of primary importance in snow hydrology and 

contributes significantly to the analysis of snow cover. For this reason, a detailed study of 

the meteorological conditions was made at the study area during the period of the study. 

An automatic climate station was installed at an altitude of 1300m on the Pisa Range. The 

station contained four sensors placed on a tripod (Figure 3.3). AT-type thermocouple, set 

at 1.2m above the surface, was used to measure air temperature and a Kipp solarimeter 

measured incoming solar radiation. Windspeed was measured by a Porton Al OOM 

anemometer and a Porton W200 wind vane was used for measuring wind direction. A 

Campbell data logger sampled each sensor at 30-second intervals and each hour recorded 

the mean value for each sensor which was stored on a SM64 storage module. 

3.3 Snow Cover Patterns within Induced 
Short Tussock Grassland 

Snow cover measurements were taken on the Pisa Range to determine the role of 

induced short tussock grassland in the retention and disappearance of snow cover. The 

study site was located on a southwesterly facing ridge at 1320m (Figure 3.4). This area 

was fairly flat with slope varying between 0° and 20°. In choosing this site, every attempt 

was made to avoid any topographic features that were likely to induce snow drifts. 

However, due to the size of the sampling area this was not possible, and the site was 

chosen so as to minimise any effects of topography on the snow cover. 

Prior to the beginning of the snow season, a vegetation analysis was completed in 

order to describe the vegetation. A 0.5 x O.Sm quadrat was used for a cover-abundance 

analysis in which the species present, and the percentage of ground cover each species 

represented, were recorded. Sampling was carried out at Sm intervals along five 200m 

transects which ran parallel to the ridge. Vegetation height was also measured at O.Sm 

intervals along each transect. Smaller tussocks such as alpine fescue tussock (Festuca 

matthewsii), blue tussock (Poa colensoi), and silver tussock (Poa laevis) dominated the 

vegetation cover. Speargrasses (Aciphylla spp.) also formed a highly visible part of the 

vegetation (Table 3.1). The ground cover was not complete and in some areas was sparse. 
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Figure 3.3: The automatic climate station set up in the field . 

Figure 3.4: The area of tussock grassland at 1300m where snow cover measurements 

were taken. The sampling area is located along the ridge in the middle of the 

photo. 
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Where present, it was a mixture of indigenous and native species. Naturalised species 

present included introduced grasses and herbaceous weeds such as Rumex acetosella and 

Hypochaeris radicata. The remainder of the inter-tussock vegetation consisted of mat 

plants, the most common of which was Raoulia subsericea, small shrubs (eg. Pittosporum 

anomalum ), native herbaceous plants, mosses and lichens. 

Snow survey measurements began in mid-July, about one month after a permanent 

snow cover had developed, and continued at monthly intervals until the snow cover had 

melted. A standard problem in snow survey work is the need to complete sets of 

measurements within relatively short periods oftime to ensure comparability. Thus, rapid 

completion of a single survey was an important constraint in the design of the sampling 

scheme. 

Sampling within the study area was carried out along transects parallel to the ridge as 

locating randomly distributed points in the field would have been very time consuming. 

On each survey date, measurements were taken along one transect with a different 

transect being surveyed each month. While this method introduced spatial variation in to 

the temporal sampling scheme, it was necessary to avoid the disturbance to the snow 

cover caused by the previous survey. As discussed earlier, snow depth was measured 

using a graduated aluminium rod and a Federal snow sampler was used to measure snow 

water equivalent. Snow density was calculated from these two measurements. 

Based on the experience of others, the sampling of snow depth and snow water 

equivalent was separated (Dickinson & Whiteley, 1972~ Steppuhn & Dyck, 197 4 ~ 

Fitzharris, 197 6). Considerably more snow depth measurements were taken than snow 

water equivalent measurements in order to maximise the efficiency of field sampling. 

Fitzharris (1976) suggested that, in order to adequately sample snow storage at the local 

scale in Central Otago mountains, a water equivalent measurement, to obtain snow 

density, should be taken for every five depth measurements. However, in areas free of 

extensive drifting this ratio can be reduced. As this was the case in the sampling area, a 

ratio of 1:4 was used. Snow depth measurements were taken at O.Sm intervals along the 

transect and snow water equivalent measurements were obtained every 2m. 
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3.4 Effects of Overgrazing 

To determine how overgrazing influences the retention and disappearance of snow 

cover in induced short tussock grassland, measurements were made on comparable 

natural and overgrazed plots. Two plots with dimensions of 60m by 60m were established 

at 1400m and another two at I 200m. The two different altitudes were chosen to ensure 

that, regardless of the nature of the snow season, some meaningful data would be 

obtained. 

In selecting the plots, every attempt was made to minimise any likely effects of 

topography on snow cover. Topographic features such as gullies and rock outcrops were 

avoided. Also, the plots were chosen so that they had similar slope, aspect and position

on-slope. A topographic survey was made of each plot and contour maps were produced 

(Appendix A). These were used to identify any areas where the topography was likely to 

induce snow drifts and subsequently correct the data for this. 

At each altitude, one plot was randomly assigned to a clipping treatment to simulate 

severe overgrazing. The clipping treatment involved reducing the vegetation to a height of 

approximately 1 Ocm with a scrub-cutter. A one metre border was also clipped in order to 

reduce any snow trapping on the plots as the result of 'edge effects'. 

A vegetation survey was completed for each plot prior to the development of snow 

cover. A cover-abundance analysis in which the species present within a 0.5 x 0.5m 

quadrat, and the percentage of quadrat covered by each species, were recorded for 3 0 

randomly located points in each plot. Tussock height, crown diameter and tussock density 

were also recorded for each quadrat. 

Snow survey work began on the plots in mid-July and was repeated approximately 

every two weeks until the snow cover melted in October. In addition, measurements were 

obtained for seven days over a two-week period in August. On each plot, measurements 

were taken along two transects, one perpendicular and the other parallel to the slope. As 

in the rest of this study, the sampling of snow depth and snow water equivalent was 

separated. Depth measurements were taken at 2m intervals along each transect while 

snow water equivalent was measured at 4m intervals. 
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Table 3.1: Mean vegetation characteristics for the 1300m induced short tussock 
grassland sampling area. 

Ground cover Percentage of total ground cover 

Tussock 26 
~ciphylla spp. 9 
Lichen 23 
Raoulia subsericea 1 
Hypochaeris radicata 2 
Other species 5 
Bare ground 34 

Table 3.2: Mean vegetation characteristics for the clipped and unclipped plots at 1400m. 

Ground cover Percentage of total ground cover 

Clipped plot Unclipped plot 

Tussock 18 28 
Aciphylla spp. 13 22 
Raoulia subsericea 14 7 
Luzula pumila 1 2 
Pimelea oreophila 0 1 
Other species 7 6 
Bare ground 47 34 

Table 3.3: Mean vegetation characteristics for the clipped and unclipped plots at I 200m. 

Ground cover Percentage of total ground cover 

CliQQ_ed _Qiot UncliQQ_ed _Qiot 

Tussock 27 32 
~ciphylla spp. 11 1 
Hypochaeris radicata 2 3 
Raoulia subsericea 4 28 
Introduced grasses 1 3 
!Acaena fissistipula 4 3 
Luzula pumila 1 2 
Pimelea oreophila 17 1 
Other species 2 1 
Bare ground 29 25 
Rock 2 1 
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3.4.1 Plot Descriptions 

1400m Plots 

The two plots at this elevation were situated on adjacent ridges (Figure 3 .5). The 

unclipped plot had a mean slope of 16° while the clipped plot was marginally steeper with 

a mean slope of20°. Both plots had similar aspect, with the clipped plot facing the 

northwest and the unclipped plot facing west-northwest. The vegetation on both plots 

was similar and characteristic of induced short tussock grassland (Table 3 .2). Short 

tussocks and speargrasses dominated the vegetation cover and inter-tussock vegetation 

was sparse. At this elevation, few introduced grasses or herbaceous weeds were present 

and Raoulia subsericea formed much of the inter-tussock cover where it existed. The 

height of the vegetation cover varied from 0. Om, where the ground was bare, to 

approximately 0.75m where large speargrasses or snow tussocks were present. The height 

of short tussocks was generally in the range 0.2-0.3m. 

1200m Plots 

The two lower elevation plots were located at 1250 and I 260m, the former was 

clipped and the latter unclipped. They were situated on adjacent slopes and had similar 

position-on-slope. (Figure 3.6). Both plots were west-facing. The clipped plot had a mean 

slope of22° while the mean, slope for the unclipped plot was 24°. The vegetation cover 

on both plots was similar in composition to that on the 1400m plots although it was more 

complete (Table 3 .3). Introduced grasses ~d herbaceous weeds such as clover (Trifolium 

repens) and Hypochaeris radicata were more common at this elevation. The height of the 

short tussocks was generally in the range 0.2-0.4m. 

3.5 Modelling the Snow Cover 

Results from the snow survey work described in the previous section are used in the 

development of a numerical simulation model for snow accumulation, melt and 

distribution in short tussock grassland. Prior to the undertaking of the field study, a model 
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Figure 3.5: The two plots at 1400m. 

(a) The clipped plot (clipping was partially completed); 

(b) The unclipped plot. 
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Figure 3.6: The sampling plots at 1200m: 

(a) The unclipped plot; 

(b) The clipped plot (clipping is complete). 
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outline was developed (Figure 3.7). There are eight components contained in the outline, 

five of which are normally present in snow accumulation/ablation models. These are: 

• the determination of the form of precipitation; 

• accumulation of snowfall; 

• rain-on-snow events; 

• the melting process; and 

• snow cover density. 

The other components in the outline relate to snow transport and the interaction between 

tussocks and snow cover. 

Snow transport is an important process on the Central Otago block fault mountains 

and so two components have been included in the outline to account for this. The first of 

these is the determination of the wind speed threshold for snow drifting events. The 

second component involves the formation of snow drifts around individual tussocks 

during snow transport. 

The effects of tussocks on snow melt are also included in the model outline. This 

involves the development of hollows in the snow pack around individual tussocks as a 

result of the different radiative properties of snow and tussock plants. 

Results from the field study will be used to confirm whether this outline adequately 

describes snow cover processes in short tussock grassland and will also be used in the 

derivation of empirical relationships to be used in the development of the model. 
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Formation of 
Melt Hollows 

no 

INPUT 

no 

no yes no 

Calculate snow storage along the surface 

Storage = accumulation - melt 

Add storage to snow cover 

Are all time steps considered ? 

yes 

Figure 3. 7: The outline of a numerical simulation model designed to estimate snow cover 

distribution in tussock grassland. 
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4 Field Results 

The presentation of the field results is divided into three sections. Firstly, the results 

from the climate station are given. This is followed by the results of measurements of 

snow cover within induced short tussock grassland on the Pisa Range. Thirdly, the results 

from the plot study to determine the effects of over-grazing on snow cover patterns are 

presented. An integrated discussion follows this. 

4.1 Mountain Climate 

The field study was completed during the 1992 snow season. During this period, 

temperatures were generally colder than average as indicated by records from the 

meteorological station at Cromwell (Figure 4.1a). Precipitation during the winter months 

was well above average although September was drier than normal (Figure 4.1 b). 

4.1.1 Monthly Data 

The mean monthly values of the measured variables for July to October are shown in 

Table 4.1. Mean incoming solar radiation was very low in the winter months but steadily 

increased through spring. When coupled with the high albedo of snow, the estimated 

values of net radiation were also low (Table 4.2). The estimated values ofQ* during 

spring were much higher due to the increase in incoming solar radiation and the decrease 

in albedo over time. Few other measurements of incoming solar radiation have been 

collected for the block mountains of Central Otago. However, the data collected on the 

Pisa Range showed a very similar pattern to that from a three-year study on the Rock and 

Pillar Range (Mark & Rowley,1976). 

Mean monthly air temperatures on the Pisa Range during the winter of 1992 were 

below freezing. August was the coldest month and was associated with the passage of a 

large number of cold fronts. The minimum and maximum hourly air temperatures in Table 

4.1 indicate a monthly temperature range of 12-18°C, with above freezing temperatures 

occurring in all months. The very low mean monthly air temperatures recorded on the 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of 1992 climatic conditions at Cromwell with the long term 

average: 

(a) mean monthly air temperature; 

(b) mean monthly precipitation . 
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Table 4.1: Mean monthly values of measured climatic variables on the Pisa Range. 

Windspeed Incoming solar radiation Mean temperature Mininmum temperature Maximum temperature 
m/s MJ/m/d c c c 

July 6.4 5.6 -0.9 -8.9 8.2 
August 5.7 8.3 -2.4 -9.1 3.8 

September 4.7 14.8 -0.5 -8.3 6 
October 5.5 17.2 2.6 -5 12.8 

Table 4.2: Estimated monthly values of the radiation balance in MJ/m2/d for the 

study area. 

Months Incoming Solar Albedo Net Longwave Net Radiation 
Radiation Radiation 

July 5.6 0.75 -4.9 -3.5 
August 8.3 0.9 -4.85 -4 

September 14.8 0.65 -4.9 0.28 
October 17.2 0.4 -5.25 5.07 
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Pisa Range are consistent with those reported from other Central Otago mountain ranges 

(Bliss & Mark,1974; Mark & Rowley,1976; Talbot,1983). 

Windspeeds in the study area were consistently high and there was very little monthly 

variation. Measurements of wind direction in the field were incorrect due to a fault with 

the anemometer. However, wind direction over the measurement period was abstracted 

from NZMS daily weather charts. The wind-roses compiled from this data are shown in 

Figure 4.2. The winds were mainly from the westerly quarter, with the predominant wind 

direction being south-west in July and August and north-west during October. Studies 

carried out on other Central Otago mountains have reported similar monthly wind speeds 

and directions as those presented here (Mark,1965; Bliss & Mark,1974; Mark & 

Rowley,1976; Talbot,1983). 

4.1.2 Daily Data 

Mean daily incoming solar radiation exhibited a similar pattern to the monthly data, 

with very low values in winter but steadily increasing through spring (Figure 4.3). 

However, large day-to-day fluctuations occurred, some of which were due to fog which 

was frequently observed over the mountain range, particularly in July and August. 

Mean daily air temperatures exhibited an almost cyclic pattern over the period of the 

study (Figure 4.4). Temperatures decreased over a period of three to five days and then 

increased over a similar period. This pattern is associated with the passage of cold fronts 

and anticyclones and is also present in the daily maximum and minimum air temperatures 

(Figure 4.5). The warmest temperatures are associated with northwest conditions which 

occur as a cold front approaches the region. Snow melt is common during these 

conditions as warm, moist air is advected into the region. With the passage of the front, 

temperatures drop and snowfall is possible as the colder air behind the front moves over 

the region. After one or two days, temperatures begin to increase again as the next 

anticyclone moves over the region. Then, as another cold front progresses towards the 

region, the cycle begins again. The daily air temperature range was generally in the order 

of 5°C or less, but above freezing temperatures occurred during most days. 

Mean daily windspeeds were consistently high throughout the measurement period 

(Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.2: Monthly windroses for the study area for July to October 1992. 
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4.1.3 The Influence of Meteorological Conditions on Snow 
Cover Processes 

Meteorological conditions play an important role in snow accumulation and snow 

cover distribution patterns. On the Pisa Range, two particular climatic factors are very 

important. Firstly, because of the persistent nature of the wind, redistribution of snow by 

wind is a very important snow cover process. Weir (1979) reported that windspeeds of 

7 m/s at 1Om are sufficient to drift snow. On the Pisa Range, windspeeds frequently 

exceeded this value and drifting snow was often observed. In most cases, snow drifting 

occurred in the first 20-30cm above the surface. However, during very strong winds 

clouds of snow particles were observed to extend several metres above the snow surface. 

Hence very large volumes of snow may be moved in this manner producing distinctive 

snow accumulation patterns. 

The other important climatic control on snow cover on the Pisa Range is the frequent 

occurrence of above freezing temperatures throughout the entire snow season. In the 

Craigieburn Mountains, New Zealand, periods of winter melt are characterised by 

wind speeds in excess of the monthly average, below average solar radiation and above 

average air temperatures (Prowse, 1981 ). Sensible heat, Qh, is the major source of energy 

for snow melt. Similarly, clear weather winter snow melt is maximised when air 

temperatures are above freezing (Moore & Prowse, 1984). This occurs because if the air 

temperature is below freezing, the air is dry relative to the snow surface and the loss of 

sensible and latent heat can offset the radiation exchanges. Hence the frequent occurrence 

of above freezing air temperatures throughout the winter on the Pisa Range indicates that 

winter ablation is an important process. 

4.2 Snow Cover Patterns in Induced 
Short Tussock Grassland 

As discussed in the previous section, snow melt can occur at any time during winter 

and spring on the Pisa Range. It is not possible to distinguish a distinct accumulation or 

melt period. At any particular time, the nature of the snow cover is determined by the 

preceding weather conditions and the results from the three snow surveys completed in 

this study reflect this. 
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Table 4.3: Mean snow cover properties for the area of induced short tussock grassland at 

1300m. 

Snow depth (m) Snow water equivalent (mm) Snow density (kg/m ) 
Mean Coefficient of variation Mean Coefficient of variation Mean 

July 19 0.18 0.45 51 0.49 294 
August 31 0.39 0.19 145 0.27 383 

September 27 0.27 0.32 109 0.41 420 

-
-~ -~.:...__ .... --
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0.32 
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Figure 4.7: Snow cover within the area of induced short tussock grassland at 1300m 

on July 19. 
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During the winter of 1992, the initial snow on the Pisa Range was deposited by a large 

storm in mid-June. By July 19, when the first survey was completed, there had been no 

further snowfall. Warm temperatures occurred during the week prior to the survey and 

the snow cover patterns present on July 19 were the net result ofboth accumulation and 

melt processes. The snow cover was highly irregular and very shallow with a low density 

(Table 4.3). Snow had completely melted from some places, particularly around individual 

tussocks and speargrasses, while a snow pack of up to SOcm deep existed in other areas 

(Figure 4.7). Snow drifts were present around some individual plants. These drifts were 

similar in form to a half cone and ranged in size from a few centimetres high to 

approximately SOcm in height (Figure 4.8). Their alignment indicated they had formed 

during northeasterly winds. 

The snow cover was undergoing snow melt and there was a distinctive pattern of melt 

around individual tussock and speargrass plants. The snow surface directly above the 

plants had melted exposing the plants. Melt had occurred away from the plants while the 

snow pack between plants remained relatively unchanged, resulting in a hollow around the 

plants. These melt hollows were well developed around larger plants but were just 

beginning to form around smaller tussocks. Figure 4.9 shows the different stages of 

development of melt hollows. Initially, the snow directly above the plant melts (Figure 

4.9a). As melt continues, the snow surface above the plant collapses, exposing much of 

the plant (Figure 4.9b). Melt then proceeds in a circular fashion away from the plant 

(Figure 4. 9c ). This process results in a highly irregular snow surface (Figure 4.1 0). 

Between July 19 and August 31, there were frequent snowfalls, and for much of the 

period temperatures were below freezing. The snow cover patterns present on August 31 

were the result of accumulation processes only. The snow drifts induced by individual 

plants had overlapped each other and the area between adjacent tussocks was filled with 

snow. Only a few very small drifts were present where the tops oflarger speargrass and 

tussock plants protruded through the snow surface (Figure 4.11 ). The snow surface was 

very smooth and the snow cover was considerably deeper and less variable than on July 

19 (Table 4.3). The mean snow pack density was 383 kglm3. 

The third snow survey was completed on September 27. There had been no further 

snowfall since August 31. Incoming solar radiation levels increased steadily through 

September and mean daily air temperatures fluctuated about 0°C for the two weeks prior 

to the survey. There had been a general wasting of the snow cover since August 31. 

Melt hollows had developed around individual plants and were especially well developed 

around large tussocks and speargrasses (Figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.8: Snow drifts that form behind isolated plants (July 19): 

(a) behind a large speargrass plant; 

(b) behind a small tussock. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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~·· .~· 

Figure 4.9: The stages of development of melt hollows around tussocks: 

(a) Initially, the snow surface above the tussock melts; 

(b) the snow surface above the tussock then collapses, exposing much of the 

plant; 

(c) snow melt then proceeds away from the tussock in a circu.far fashion . 
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Figure 4.10: The highly variable snow surface which results from the development of 

melt hollows. 

Figure 4.11: Snow cover within the area of induced short tussock grassland at 1300m on 

August 31. 
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Figure 4.12: Snow cover within the sampling area of induced short tussock grassland at 

1300m on September 27. 
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Figure 4.13: Mean snow depth on the clipped and unclipped plots at 140Qm. 
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The snow was very wet and this was reflected in the high snow pack densities. Spatial 

variation in snow depth and water equivalent, as indicated by their coefficients of 

variation (Table 4.3), increased during this period. As there was very little variation in 

topographic factors or meteorological conditions over the sampling area, this increase in 

spatial variability was the result of the vegetation inducing differential snow melt. 

4.3 The Effects of Overgrazing on Snow 
Cover Patterns 

Snow cover conditions varied markedly with elevation. While winter ablation 

frequently interrupted snow cover development at I 200m, it was rare at 1400m. As a 

result of this, the effects of overgrazing on snow cover differed between the two 

elevations, and so the results from the two different elevations are presented separately. 

4.3.1 1400m Plots 

It was evident during snow sampling that topography was inducing accumulation on 

both plots at 1400m. Prior to analysis, this was investigated further with the aid of the 

contour maps of the plots. It became apparent that along the horizontal transects on both 

plots, snow accumulation was related to topographic factors. 

On the clipped plot, there was a relationship between the snow cover at a point and 

the "elevation" of the point. Regression analyses were performed on the snow depth and 

water equivalent data and the residuals were used in further data analysis. 

On the unclipped plot, snow cover at a point was related to the rate of change of slope 

over the transect. As for the clipped plot, regression analyses were performed and the 

residuals were used for further data analysis. 

Snow accumulation on the plots began in June and continued through until early 

September, after which snow melt set in. Initially, snow melt rates were slow but they 

increased rapidly from mid-September on. Mean snow depths for the clipped and 

unclipped plots are shown in Figure 4. 13 and illustrate these periods of accumulation and 

melt. There were marked differences in the snow depths on the two plots and these were 

found to be significant by a two-factor analysis ofvariance. When the first measurements 
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were taken in July, the vegetation on both plots was almost covered and the mean snow 

depth on the unclipped plot was approximately 3 Ocm greater than on the clipped plot. 

This difference in mean snow depth between the plots increased as accumulation 

progressed but decreased once snow melt set in. Snow melt was initially greater on the 

clipped plot but as snow melt progressed, this situation reversed. Once the vegetation 

became exposed on the unclipped plot, snow melt was very rapid. This is highlighted by 

the large decrease in snow depth between September 29 and October 13 despite 

additional snowfall on October 12. At the time of the final visit to the plots on October 

27, the clipped plot was snow-free and only a few snow patches existed on the unclipped 

plot. 

Mean snow water equivalent on each plot followed a very similar pattern as snow 

depth (Figure 4.14). The only major difference was that snow water equivalent on the 

unclipped plot did not decrease until after September 29 despite a significant decrease in 

snow depth. This can be explained by the lag between snow melt at the surface and melt 

water leaving the snow pack. Ice layers were detected in the lower snow pack at this time. 

These layers were only present on the unclipped plot and resulted from melt water 

infiltrating the snow pack and freezing upon reaching the colder layers below. 

The density of snow on both plots was high (250-500 kglm3), and generally increased 

throughout the measurement period (Figure 4.15). On many of the visits to the plots there 

was a hard crust on the snow surface which was most likely the result of compaction by 

wind. On July 22, when the first measurements were taken, mean snow density on the 

unclipped and clipped plots was 340 kglm3 and 250 kglm3, respectively. As the season 

progressed, the increase in snow density was greater on the clipped plot than on the 

unclipped plot. An analysis of variance showed these differences to be significant. 

As described above, mean snow cover properties exhibited marked differences 

between the plots. Variability of snow cover properties, as described by the coefficients of 

variation, also showed marked differences between the plots (Table 4.4). Throughout the 

snow season, the variability of snow cover properties was greater on the clipped plot than 

the unclipped plot. 

4.3.2 1200m Plots 

On the plots at 1200m, snow melt frequently occurred during the winter months 

resulting in the snow cover forming and receding a number of times. The snow pack was 

generally wet and at most visits there was water running in the nearby streams. 
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Figure 4.14: Mean snow water equivalent on the clipped and unclipped plots at 1400m. 
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Figure 4.15: Mean snow density on the clipped and unclipped plots at 1400m. 
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Table 4.4: Coefficients of variation for snow cover properties on the clipped and 

unclipped plots at 1400m. 

Clipped plot Unclipped plot ! 

Snow depth Water equivalent Density Snow depth Water equivalent Density 

July 22 
July 31 

August 16 
September 01 
September 15 
September 29 

October 13 

:[ 
£ a. 

~ 
c;; 

~ 
0 

"' ci 

Q) 0 

0 ci 

~ 
Ill 

"' q 
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0.53 
0.55 
0.25 
0.23 
0.34 
0.94 
1.17 

0 
c;; 

Clipped Plot 
Unclipped Plot 

2.2 July 31 July 

0.6 0.33 0.22 0.22 0.2 
0.58 0.35 0.17 0.27 0.29 
0.27 0.25 0.21 0.26 0.2 
0.26 0.25 0.24 0.21 0.23 
0.34 0.28 0.18 0.19 0.21 
0.94 0.2 0.28 0.26 0.22 
1.14 0.16 0.37 0.37 0.25 

·. 
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Figure 4.16: Mean snow depth on the clipped and unclipped plots at I 200m. 
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Snow cover was shallow throughout the season as indicated by the mean snow depths 

(Figure 4.16). Snow depths were greater on the clipped plot throughout much of the 

season and these differences were shown to be significant by a two-factor analysis of 

variance. However, at the time of most snow surveys snow melt was evident, particularly 

around the tussocks on the unclipped plot. The exception to this, was the survey of 

August 16, which was completed shortly after a snowfall. On this occasion, the mean 

snow depth on the clipped plot was only 3cm greater than that of the unclipped plot. By 

the time the next survey was completed on September 1, snow melt had again set in on 

both plots. The rate of snow melt during this period, as indicated by the changes in snow 

depth, was greater on the unclipped plot. This situation changed as snow melt advanced, 

and between September 1 and September 15, snow melt on the clipped plot greatly 

exceeded that on the unclipped plot. By September 29, the snow cover had completely 

melted from both plots. 

Mean snow water equivalent on each plot showed a very similar pattern to that of 

snow depth (Figure 4.17). The only difference was that snow water equivalent on the 

clipped plot increased during the period of snow melt between August 16 and September 

1 and the decrease in snow water equivalent on the unclipped plot, over the same period, 

was small relative to the decrease in snow depth. This indicates retention of melt water in 

the snow pack. The snow water equivalent was greater on the clipped plot than the 

unclipped plot on all visits except September 15. However, these differences were not 

significant at the 5% level. 

Snow density on both plots was over 300 kg!m3 throughout the measurement period 

(Figure 4.18). Initially, the snow density was greater on the unclipped plot but between 

August 16 and September 1 there was little difference in snow density between the plots. 

Measurements from the two-week period in August indicated only small changes in 

snow cover (Figure 4.19). Following snowfall on August 13, there was no significant 

difference in snow cover between the clipped and unclipped plots. Between August 18 

and 23, when incoming solar radiation was high and temperatures were frequently above 

freezing, mean snow depth decreased by 3cm on the unclipped plot and only 1cm on the 

clipped plot. Similarly, snow water equivalent remained unchanged on the clipped plot 

while decreasing by approximately 1 Omm on the unclipped plot. 
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Figure 4.19: Snow cover on the clipped and unclipped plots at I 200m over the two

week sampling period in August: 

(a) mean snow depth; 

(b) mean snow water equivalent. 
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4.4 Discussion 

The climatic conditions on the Pisa Range produce a highly dynamic snow cover. 

Persistently strong winds are a characteristic feature of this environment and, when 

combined with low density snow, there is much snow transport and drifting. Above 

freezing temperatures occur frequently through the winter months, resulting in a warm 

snow pack that is subject to frequent winter ablation. 

Snow cover in induced short tussock grassland experiences considerable temporal 

variability as a result of these climatic controls. There is also considerable spatial 

variability of snow cover. Much of this can be attributed to the influence of vegetation on 

snow cover processes. During snow accumulation, individual tussock and speargrass 

plants induce micro-scale snow drifts around them similar to those which have been 

reported to develop around manzanita brush (Wilken,1967), sagebrush (Tabler,1975) and 

snow tussocks (Fitzharris,1976; Weir,1979; Harrison,1986b). With continued 

accumulation, individual drifts overlap each other and the snow builds up until the 

vegetation is buried. Further trapping efficiency is reduced to zero and topography, rather 

than vegetation, becomes the controlling factor in snow accumulation. 

Short tussocks not only affect the accumulation of snow but also snow melt. Individual 

tussock and speargrass plants induce a distinct snow melt pattern. This can be explained 

by the differences in radiative properties of snow and tussocks. Snow melts from above 

the tussock and the snow collapses exposing much of the tussock. The snow then melts 

away from the tussock in a circular fashion. Similar snow melt patterns have been 

observed around sagebrush plants (Hutchinson, 1965) and snow tussocks (Fitzharris, 1976; 

Weir, 1979). 

Induced short tussock grassland is very effective at trapping snow until it becomes 

buried. However, due to the ability of individual plants to induce snow melt, the snow 

cover melts very quickly from such grassland. When there are changes to the vegetation, 

the amount of snow storage and the rate and patterns of snow melt are altered. As part of 

this study, the effects of overgrazing upon snow cover patterns are investigated. The 

results show that any effects are dependent upon whether the snow cover is subject to 

periods of winter ablation or not (Table 4.5). 
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Table 4.5: Summary of the results from the plot study investigating the effects of overgrazing on snow cover patterns. 

Elevation Accumulation Snow Melt 
Initial Stages Latter Stages Overall 

1200m Greater on Greater on Similar on 
Snow cover interrupted Similar on both plots the unclipped the clipped both plots 

by winter ablation plot plot 

1400m Greater on the clipped Greater on Greater on the unclipped Greater on 
Continuous snow plot prior to the vegetatio the clipped plot once the vegetation the unclipped 

cover development becoming buried plot became exposed plot 
... ....... -



At 1400m, snow accumulation was much greater on the unclipped plot prior to the 

vegetation becoming buried. However, the vegetation on both plots was covered with 

snow very early in the season and the topography determined the additional accumulation. 

The overall rate of snow melt was greater for the unclipped plot even though the initial 

rates of snow melt were greater on the clipped plot. These differences in snow melt are 

largely the result of vegetative factors as indicated by the rapid acceleration in snow melt 

on the unclipped plot once the vegetation became exposed. 

The findings from the plots at 1200m are less conclusive. The snow cover patterns 

observed were the net result of accumulation and snow melt and important differences in 

individual processes tended to even out. This reflects the findings of Adams (1976) who 

reported that, in regions where a snow cover is subject to periods of winter melt or rain, 

changes in the snow cover due to ablation may mask the differences caused by vegetation. 

In a relatively warm environment internal changes in snow cover are rapid. 

There were no significant differences in accumulation between the clipped and 

unclipped plots. One possible reason for this is that redistribution of snow by wind is less 

important in this environment. Short thaw periods produce a more cohesive snow surface 

and so snow drifting tends to occur only during a short period following snowfall. Also, 

during westerly winds, when most snow drifting occurs, much of the surface upwind of 

the plots is frequently snow-free at lower elevations and so there is no source for drifting 

snow. 

Differences between the clipped and unclipped plots are the result of differential snow 

melt induced by the vegetation. Overgrazing (simulated by clipping) reduces the rate of 

snow melt during the initial stages of snow melt. 

4.5 Snow Cover Landscape Units 

In the block mountains of Central Otago, induced short tussock grassland plays an 

important role in snow cover distribution by inducing snow drifts and differential snow 

melt. Any changes to the vegetation will result in different patterns of snow accumulation 

and melt. The investigation of the effects of overgrazing (by clipping) on snow 

accumulation and melt supports this. However, the results indicate that the effects of 

overgrazing depend upon whether winter ablation is an important process or not. Where 
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the snow cover undergoes continuous development followed by a period of melt, 

overgrazing may reduce snow accumulation prior to the vegetation becoming buried but 

also reduce the rate of snow melt when the whole melt season is considered. 

Alternatively, in areas where the snow cover is subjected to frequent winter ablation, 

overgrazing appears to have little effect on snow accumulation but reduces the rate of 

snow melt during the early stages of snow melt. 

In an environment where winter ablation is important, the consistency of snow cover 

properties from year to year depends largely on the evolution of the snow cover 

(Adams, 1976). As snow cover conditions in Central Otago vary widely from year to year, 

the differences between natural and overgrazed short tussock grassland are likely to vary 

widely from year to year. The extent to which differences in snow cover occur between 

vegetation types, depends upon the direction and amount of wind during snowfall, 

susceptibility of the snow to redistribution once on the ground and the conditions for 

melting, settling and sublimation ofthe snow pack (West & Caldwell,1983). 

A model can be constructed to simulate the accumulation and melt of snow in tussock 

grassland using climatic data as an input. At present, the lack of knowledge of snow 

transport and deposition processes defies the development of a generalised physically

based mathematical model for describing areal snow cover distribution. It is possible, 

though, to develop a simple empirically-based numerical simulation model to describe 

snow build up and melt within tussock grassland. The outline for such a model was 

introduced in Chapter 2. Results from the field measurements show that this outline 

adequately describes the snow cover processes occurring in tussock grassland. A full 

description of an empirically-based model and some preliminary results are presented in 

the following chapter. 
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5 Modelling Snow Cover 
Distribution 

5.1 Approach to Modelling 

The following sections outline the development of a numerical simulation model 

designed to generate the spatial distribution of snow cover within tussock grassland. The 

concept behind the model is that under similar terrain and weather conditions, different 

vegetative covers produce distinctive snow cover distribution patterns. Therefore, within 

a particular climatic region, various landscape units which have distinctive snow cover 

characteristics can be identified. These landscape units are defined by variables such as 

slope, aspect, altitude and vegetation. With this in mind, the model was developed for one 

group of landscape units in the Central Otago block mountains with consistent 

topographic variables but varying density and stature of tussocks. It is formulated for 

areas with uniform terrain sloping less than 15%. 

Out of necessity, the model is empirically-based. While there is little doubt that an 

approach incorporating physically-based processes will be developed in the future it is 

hoped that early presentation of this rudimentary model will stimulate further research and 

provide a useful tool for immediate application. 

The model determines snow cover distribution over a 2-D micro-scale tussock

covered surface from meteorological data. The dimensions of this surface are dependent 

upon vegetation parameters. These are tussock height (p) and crown diameter (z), and the 

distance between adjacent tussocks (d) (Figure 5.1). It is assumed that tussock size and 

distribution are uniform over the surface but that tussock height, crown diameter and 

inter-tussock distance may take on a range of values. 

The model determines snow accumulation and ablation over the surface on a daily 

basis. On each day, accumulation and melt are calculated at 1cm intervals along the 

tussock-covered surface generating the distribution of snow cover over the surface. 
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Figure 5.1: The two-dimensional tussock-covered surface for which the model generates 

snow cover distribution . 
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Five processes are considered; 

e snowfall; 

e snow drifting; 

e snow melt; 

• rain-on-snow events; and 

• development of melt hollows. 

The flow-chart for the computational steps is given in Figure 5 .2. 

The data required on a daily basis for simulation are mean air temperature, 

precipitation, windspeed and incoming solar radiation. Output from the model consists of 

plots of snow depth over the surface and mean snow depth and water equivalent for the 

specified tussock size and density. 

The program for the model is written in Splus, which is an interpreted language, and 

consists of 41 pages of code. It can be run on either a PC or a workstation although using 

a PC may be inferior because of the memory requirements. 

The discussion that follows is a description of the various components of the model. 

This is followed by the presentation of results of simulation runs which use the model to 

investigate the effects of overgrazing on snow cover patterns. 

5.2 Model Description 

5.2.1 Simulation of snowfall 

Snowfall occurs on days with precipitation and sufficiently cold temperatures. A single 

threshold technique is used to differentiate rain from snow. If the mean daily temperature 

is less than or equal to the snow/rain threshold, T C' precipitation is considered to be snow 

and added to the snow pack; otherwise it is treated as rain. In snow accumulation/ablation 

models, T c is usually assumed to be 1.2°C and this was the value used in the initial 

simulation runs. 
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Figure 5.2: Flow-chart of the computational steps followed in the model. 
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If snowfall occurs, the density of new snow is calculated: 

Pn = 125 + 6.5Ta (5.1) 

where 

Pn = the density of new snow (kg/m3); 

T a = mean daily surface air temperature (°C). 

This is based on studies by the US Army (1956) which indicated that, at the time of 

deposition, the density of new snow increased by 6.5 kglm3 per °C increase in surface air 

temperature. 

The model assumes that the deposition of new snow involves snow drifting, which is 

considered appropriate for the Central Otago block mountains. Winds are assumed to be 

unidirectional and new snow is deposited in drifts downwind of the tussocks. These drifts 

have the form of a half cone and, based on measurements by Fitzharris (1976), drift length 

is 5. 5 times the drift height. 

Calculation of the deposition of new snow over the surface is handled in two stages. 

Firstly, the depth of new snow deposited at the leeward edge of the tussock is calculated: 

where 

Zrt = 10DP/ Pn (5.2) 

zn = the depth of new snow deposited at the leeward edge ofthe tussock (em); 

P = daily precipitation (mm); 

Pn = density of new snow (kglm3) calculated previously; 

D = deposition coefficient. 

Based on observations, the snow depth at this point represents the height of the snow 

drift. The deposition coefficient accounts for the increase in snow depth as a result of 

drifting. Due to a lack of information, D is assumed to be equal to one. 

Once Zn has been determined, it is added to the drift height from the previous day to 

calculate the height of the new snow drift (zd). The maximum height to which a snow 

drift can develop is equal to the tussock height. After this height has been reached 

trapping of blowing snow is considered to cease. In reality, this is not always true as once 

the drifts begin to overlap each other, the undulating nature of the surface becomes the 
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controlling factor in snow deposition and the snow pack builds up until the tussocks are 

buried. However, at present, there is insufficient information about this complex process 

to include it in the model. 

Once the height of the new snow drift (zd) has been determined, the snow depth over 

the rest of the surface is calculated. The drifts have the form of a half cone with drift 

length 5. 5 times the drift height. Therefore, the snow depth at any point along the surface 

is a function of drift height (Figure 5.3). The full equations for the calculation of snow 

depth over the surface are contained in the computer program in Appendix B. 

Accumulation of new snow over the surface is then calculated: 

~ = ~[d]- ~[d-1] 

where 

ai = accumulation of new snow at point i (em); 

~[d] = snow depth at point ion day= d (em); 

~[d-1] = snow depth at point ion day= d- 1 (em); 

5.2.2 Simulation of Snow Drifting 

(5.3) 

Snow drifting occurs on days with no precipitation and with windspeeds exceeding the 

threshold required to initiate snow drifting, uc. Studies have shown that this threshold 

increases with time since snow deposition and that the increase slows with time 

(Schmidt,1980). Kind (1981) indicates that uc increases with snow density. Based on his 

work, Schroeter & Whiteley (1988) developed the following formula for uc: 

where 

uc = 134 Pb[i] 0.85 

uc = the windspeed threshold for snow drifting at lOrn (km/hr); 

Pb[i] = the bulk density of snow in layer i (kg/m3). 

This was modified for use in this model to : 

uc = 37.22ps 0.85 

where uc = the windspeed threshold for snow drifting at lOrn (m/s); 

Ps =surface snow density (kg/m3). 
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Figure 5.3: The two scenarios for the calculation of snow accumulation over the surface: 

(a) the drift intersects the adjacent tussock; 
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Figure 5.4: Linear function of mean snow density with respect to time. 
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Since Schroeter & Whitely (1988) assume snow drifting involves snow that has been 

deposited for only two days, it is appropriate to use the surface snow density in the 

calculation ofuc. The coefficients have been adjusted so that uc is calculated in m/s. 

This value ofuc is then adjusted to give a value for 2m using the formula for the 

logarithmic wind profile: 

where 

u1/u2 = ln(z21z0)11n(z1/z0) 

u1 = mean windspeed at height z1 (m/s); 

u2 = mean windspeed at height z2 (m/s); 

z0 = surface roughness length (m)- assumed to be 0.05. 

(5.6) 

Snow pack density is influenced by two factors, namely, the density of new snow and 

the compaction and settling of existing snow (Riley et al., 1972). Compaction and settling 

begin immediately following deposition and follow a decay type function with respect to 

time (US Army, 1956). Based on this, the following formula was derived: 

where 

Ps = (SOoe(-1/( t + (1/(log 11Ps~)))/ 1000 (5.7) 

Ps = surface snow density (kglm3); 

. t = time since the last snow accumulation event (weeks); 

Psa = surface snow density at the time of the last snow accumulation event 

(kglm3). 

If snowfall or snow drifting occurred on the previous day then Ps is assumed to be equal 

to the density of the newly-deposited snow. 

Studies have shown that the density of snow increases during snow transport. Prowse 

(1981) reported that the final density of snow is a function ofthe force ofthe windflow. 

Based on this, the following formula was derived: 

where 

Pd = Psln (2.6(uluJ) for u >= uc 

Pd =density of drifting snow (kg/m3); 

Ps = surface snow density prior to drifting (kg/m3); 

u =mean daily windspeed (m/s); 

uc =threshold windspeed for drifting (m/s). 
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The volume of snow transport is computed using a formula derived by Iversen et al. 

(1975): 

where 

qs = C(pa/g)(uf'u* t)u*2(u*- u* t) 

qs =mass flow (g/m/s); 

Pa =air density assumed to be a constant 1 kg/m3; 

g =gravitational acceleration 9.8 m/s; 

uf= particle terminal fall velocity (m/s); 

u*t =threshold value offriction velocity (m/s); 

u* =friction velocity (m/s); 

C = constant. 

(5.9) 

Particle fall velocity is assumed to be 0.75 m/s and Cis assumed to be 1 based on 

work by Schmidt (1982). The threshold value of friction velocity, u * t' and the friction 

velocity, u*, are derived from the values ofuc and u, respectively, using the logarithmic 

wind profile. 

To determine the deposition of blowing snow over the surface, the snow deposited at 

the leeward edge of the tussock is first calculated: 

where 

~ = 8640e(qs/Pd) 

~ =depth of new snow at the leeward edge of the tussock (em); 

e =efficiency coefficient, assumed to be 0.01( m-1); 

qs =mass flow (g/m/s); 

Pd = density of drifting snow (kg!m3). 

(5.10) 

This is then added to the snow depth at this point from the previous day to calculate the 

height of the new snow drift. Snow depth and accumulation over the surface are then 

calculated in the same manner as for snowfall. 
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5.2.3 Simulation of Snow Melt 

Snow melt occurs on days with no precipitation and temperatures greater than 0°C or 

on days with precipitation and temperatures greater than T c· The calculation of snow melt 

varies depending upon the presence or absence of rain. In the absence of rain, a standard 

degree-day melt calculation is used to determine a snow melt index : 

where 

M=MF.Ta 

M = snow melt index (mm/day); 

MF = melt factor (mm/day/°C); 

T a = mean daily surface air temperature (°C). 

(5.11) 

Barringer (1986) found the degree-day method satisfactory for the estimation of snow 

melt on a surface with grass vegetation cover. For the initial simulation runs, MF was 

assumed to be 5 mm/dayt<'C based on the values used by Moore & Owens (1984) in a 

similar environment. 

Water retention capacity and refreezing coefficients were omitted from the model 

since Moore & Owens (1984) showed that they did not improve the fit of an 

accumulation/ablation model in the Waimakariri Catchment. Measurements in the 

W aimakariri Catchment hav~ shown that below 2000m, the snow pack is usually at or 

near the melting point throughout the winter and heat deficits rarely exceed the energy 

required to melt 6mm ofwater equivalent (Moore,1984; Prowse,1981). 

Snow melt due to rainfall is estimated using the standard method which results in 

negligible additions to melt rates (Male & Gray, 1981) : 

where 

M=MF + 0.0126P.Ta 

M = snow melt index (mm/day); 

MF = melt factor (mm/day/0 C) assumed to be 5 mm/day/°C; 

P = daily precipitation (mm/day); 

T a = mean daily surface air temperature (°C). 

(5.12) 

This modified equation does not greatly affect melt except during heavy warm rainfalls. 
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Following the calculation of the snow melt index, it is converted to a snow depth using 

a density function: 

p = (7.9w + 6.25)/100 (5.13) 

where 

p = snow pack density (kg/m3); 

w = time since the start of the year (weeks). 

This linear function of density with respect to time was derived from values of density 

obtained in the field study (Figure 5.4). 

The distribution of snow melt across the surface is then considered. Snow melt at a 

point is dependent upon two factors. Firstly, the present distribution of snow cover over 

the surface is taken into consideration. If snow depth at a point is less than the snow melt 

index, then snow melt at that point is limited to the snow depth. Secondly, snow melt at a 

point is dependent upon it's position with respect to the tussocks. Due to shading, snow 

melt at points which lie under the tussock canopy is assumed to be less than the snow 

melt index. At all other points snow melt is equal to the snow melt index. 

Although the calculation of snow melt over the surface is the same for temperature

driven melt and rain-on-snow events, there are 14 different sets of equations for 

determining snow melt over the surface. The existing distribution of snow determines 

which set of equations is used. The 14 different scenarios are shown in Figure 5. 5. When 

melt hollows are present the snow melt that would occur ifthere was no melt hollow 

development is also calculated and this is used in the computation of melt hollows. For a 

full presentation of the equations see Appendix B. 

5.2.4 Simulation of Melt Hollows 

Melt hollows refer to snow melt that is induced by tussocks due to their radiative 

properties. This process leads to the development of "hollows" in the snow cover around 

tussocks. Tussock-induced snow melt occurs on days when there is no precipitation or 

snow drifting. It is assumed that the development of melt hollows is controlled solely by 

incoming solar radiation, and that a hollow develops around the tussock with melt at the 

tussock base equal to the melt at the tussock crown (Figure 5.6). 
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'~ 
Maximum size drift is present and 
it intersects the adjacent tussock 

'~ 
Smaller than maximum size drift is present and 
it intersects the adjacent tussock 

'~ 
Maximum size drift which has undergone 
snowmelt and intersects the adjacent tussock 

g~ 
Maximum size drift is present and 
melt hollows have developed • 
it intersects the adjacent tussock 

''~-A smaller than maximum size drift is present with 
melt hollows present. The height of the drift 
is less than p • 2PW 

It intersects the adjacent tussock 

,,~ 
A smaller than maximum size drift is present with 
melt hollows present. The height of the drift 
is greater than p · 2 ~w 
It intersects the adjacent tussock 

~-
A maximum size drift which has undergone snow melt 
and the development of melt hollows. 
It intersects the adjacent tussock 

b~ 
Maximum size drift is present but 
it does not intersect the adjacent tussock 

,~, 
Smaller than maximum size drift is present but 
it does not intersect the adjacent tussock 

,~, 
Maximum size drift which has undergone 
snowmelt but doesn't intersect the adjacent tussock 

h~ 
Maximum size drift is present and 
melt hollows have developed • 
it does not intersect the adjacent tussock 

j-'~' A smaller than maximum size drift is present with 
melt hollows present. The height of the drift 
is less than p • 2PW 

It does not interse6t the adjacent tussock 

,J~Y 
A smaller than maximum size drift is present with 
melt hollows present. The height of the drift 
is greater than p • 2 ~w 
It does not intersect the adjacent tussock 

n-"-'---------"-' 
A maximum size drift which has undergone snow melt 
and the development of melt hollows. 
It does not intersect the adjacent tussock 

Figure 5.5: Schematic diagrams of the different scenarios for the calculation of snow melt 

over the surface. W refers to the width of the melt hollows present. The solid 

represents snow storage prior to snow melt and the dashed line indicates 

snow storage following snow melt. 
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Figure 5.6: Schematic diagram of a melt hollow around a tussock. The dotted area 

represents the snow pack. 
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The width of a melt hollow is dependent upon the cumulative incoming solar radiation 

during melt periods and it is assumed that there is a lag between the initiation of melt and 

the development of the melt hollow. Based on measurements abstracted from 

photographs, a linear regression equation was developed: 

where 

W = 10S.b- 1.3 

W = the width of the melt hollow (em); 

b = melt hollow constant, 0.000397 (m31W); 

S = the cumulative sum of incoming solar radiation since the last snow 

accumulation event (W/m2). 

(5.14) 

IfW is positive, the distribution of tussock-induced melt across the surface is determined. 

As is the case with snow melt, the melt at a point is dependent on the present distribution 

of snow cover and the distance of the point from a tussock. However, tussock-induced 

melt at a point is also dependent upon the magnitude ofW. There are 15 possible 

scenarios for the calculation of tussock-induced snow melt. The present distribution of 

snow cover and the magnitude ofW determine which set of equations is used on a 

particular day. The 15 scenarios are shown in Figure 5.7 and the full equations are 

contained in the computer program in Appendix B. 

Because the calculation of melt hollows is a cumulative process, it is necessary to 

subtract the tussock-induced snow melt from the previous day in order to determine the 

tussock-induced melt that occurs on a particular day : 

~[d] = ~[d]- ~[d- 1] (5.15) 

where 

ffit[d] = tussock-induced snow melt over the surface on day d (em); 

~[ d] = the total tussock-induced snow melt that has occurred during the 

development of a melt hollow up to day d (em); 

~[d- 1] = the total tussock-induced snow melt that has occurred during the 

development of a melt hollow up to day [ d - 1] (em); 
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~-
Maximum size drift which intersects the adjacent tussock 

d- p + 0.09 -~ 
and W > 

2 
z 

0.18- £!!... 

~'~ Maximum size drift which does not 
intersect the adjacent tussock 

'~ 
Maximum size drift which has undergone snowmelt 
but does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
W <a and W < b 

g~ 
Maximum size drift which has undergone snowmelt 
but does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
W <a and W > b 

~!_ 
Maximum size drift which has undergone snowmelt 
but does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
W >a and W > b 

k Jt_-----=N 
A smaller than maximum size drift 
which intersects the adjacent tussock 
W < b and drift height > p - 2iw 

m \\If~------ ~~~ j __ 'f{_ _____ ~--
A smaller than maximum size drift 
which intersects the adjacent tussock 
W > b and drift height < p - ZpzW 

2.'1~-----' A smaller than maximum size drift 
which does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
Drift height < p- 2Pt 

b~ 
Maximum size drift which intersects the adjacent tussoc 

2nd 
ct- P + o.o9 - "f'-

and W < 2 0.18- £!!... 

d~ 
Maximum size drift which has undergone snowmelt 
and intersects the adjacent tussock 
W <a and W < b 

~~ 
Maximum size drift which has undergone snowmelt 
and intersects the adjacent tussock 
W <a and W > b 

h~ 
Maximum size drift which has undergone snowmelt 
and intersects the adjacent tussock 
W >a and W > b 

,'=======f 
A smaller than maximum size drift 
which intersects the adjacent tussock 
W < b and drift height < p - 2iw 

,'=====~__ 
A smaller than maximum size drift 
which intersects the adjacent tussock 
W > b and drift height > p - 2iw 

"~' A smaller than maximum size drift 
which does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
Drift height > p - 2iw 

a= 
0.09 z + zd 

0.18+gQ_ 
z 

b = d-

0.09 z + z d + 2pd 
z 

0.18- ~ 
z 

Figure 5.7: The different scenarios for the calculation of tussock-induced snow melt. The 

solid line represents snow storage prior to the melt taking place and the 

dashed line represents snow storage following melt. 
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5.2.5 Snow Storage within the Tussock Canopy 

Snow storage within tussock canopies is calculated separately from snow stored over 

the rest of the surface. On all days, except for when melt hollows are present, the height 

of the snow surface in the tussock canopy is assumed to be equal to the snow depth at the 

point halfway along the snow drift. The snow depth over the tussock canopy is then 

determined by subtracting the tussock outline from the snow surface height. 

If melt hollows are present, melt within the tussock canopy is assumed to be greater 

than that over the rest of the surface. Field observations indicate that this is indeed true. 

Initially, the snow surface height is calculated in the same manner as above. The snow 

volume within the tussock canopy is then melted from all three sides by a factor of 1.5W 

(Figure 5.8). Snow depth at points over the tussock canopy is calculated by subtracting 

the height of the snow base line from the new snow surface height. 

5.2.6 Calculation of Mean Snow Cover Properties 

The cumulative storage is calculated each day by summing the accumulation and melt 

and adding the result to the snow storage from the p~evious day. Snow depth is then 

plotted for the surface. Cumulative storage is also used to calculate the mean values of 

snow depth and water equivalent for the surface. Mean snow depth is calculated for the 

tussock canopy and for the surface excluding snow stored within the tussock canopies: 

where 

where 

Zt = l:ZT i /2z 

Zt = mean snow depth in the tussock canopies (em); 

ZTi = snow depth in the tussock canopies at point i (em); 

z = tussock crown diameter (em). 

Z = l:ZS· /2d s 1 

Zs = mean snow depth for the surface excluding the tussock canopies (em); 

ZSi = snow depth at point i along the surface (excluding snow stored in tussock 

canopies) (em); 

d = distance between adjacent tussocks (em). 

To determine the mean snow depth over the total surface, Zt and Zs are combined. 
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Figure 5.8: Calculation of snow storage within the tussock canopy when melt hollows are 

present. 

Table 5.1: The five pre-selected parameter values used in the simulation runs 

Parameter Pre-selected Value 

Precipitation Correction Factor (PCF) 1.6 
Snow/Rain Threshold Temperature (Tc) 1.2 °c 
Deposition Coefficient (D) 1 
Efficiency Coefficient (e) 0.01 m-1 
Melt Factor (MF) 5 mm/dt0 c 

--·-··--··· ------
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Mean snow water equivalent for the tussock canopies and the surface excluding the 

tussock canopies are then calculated from the respective mean snow depths: 

where 

where 

WEt = Zt'O.Sp 

WEt = mean snow water equivalent in the tussock canopies (mm); 

Zt = mean snow depth in the tussock canopy (em); 

p = snow pack density (kglm3). 

WES =Zgfp 

WEs = mean snow water equivalent for the surface excluding the snow stored in 

the tussock canopies (mm); 

Zs = mean snow depth for the surface excluding snow stored in the tussock 

canopies-(cm); 

p = snow pack density (kg/m3). 

Density is given by the linear function of density with respect to time as derived from the 

field measurements. It is assumed that within the tussock canopy, snow density is 1/2 of 

the normal value as much of the area is filled with vegetative matter. The mean snow 

water equivalent for the totc;I surface is then calculated by adding WEt and WEs. 

5.3 · Testing the Model 

In the development of a model there are several basic steps that must be followed: 

• the basic structure is established; 

o the initial mathematical relationships of each component are added; 

• data are obtained to test the model; 

• the model is fitted to the observed data by adjusting parameter values until an 'optimal' 

fit is obtained; 

• the errors are evaluated to determine which components are not adequately 

represented and these are changed. 
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The first two steps have been completed for the tussock grassland snow 

accumulation/ablation model developed in this study. However, at present, it is not 

possible to quantitatively test the model against observed data as the field data available is 

not on a small enough scale. 

In order to rigorously test the model, micro-scale measurements of snow cover around 

short tussocks and climatic data required to run the model, need to be obtained for two to 

three years. Then the model could be calibrated by adjusting the threshold for rain and 

snow, the trapping efficiency for drift growth, the melt factor and the snow density 

functions. Following this, any necessary changes to the various components of the model 

could be made. This testing is beyond the scope of a Master's thesis as a further two field 

seasons would be required. 

5.4 Simulation of Snow Cover for 
Different Tussock Covers 

The model was run with five pre-selected parameter values (Table 5.1) to illustrate 

how meteorological observations can be used to estimate snow cover distribution in 

tussock grassland in various stages of degradation. Daily windspeed, air temperature and 

incoming solar radiation for .the period July 1 to October 29, as measured by the 

automatic climate station, were used as input. Daily precipitation values were obtained 

from the NZMS rain station at Cardrona, which is situated directly down the mountain 

from where the automatic climate station was located. These values were adjusted using a 

precipitation correction factor of 1.6 based on work by Fitzharris & Garr (1993). 

The model was run for two different sets of tussock parameters representing different 

stages of modification by grazing (Table 5.2). The mean snow water equivalent from both 

simulations is shown in Figure 5.9. The shorter vegetation accumulates less snow than the 

taller vegetation. Due to less accumulation, snow cover disappearance is earlier for the 

shorter vegetation. Plots of snow depth over the surface on two different days are shown 

in Figure 5.10. 

The results of the simulations indicate the model structure is essentially complete. 

However, there is a programming error relating to rain-on-snow events which results in 
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Table 5.1: Vegetation parameters used for the model simulation runs. 

Shorter Tussocks Taller Tussocks 

Tussock height (em) 10 20 
Tussock crown diameter (em) 10 20 
Distance between adjacent tussocks (em 75 75 
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JFrrgmre 5.9: Mean snow water equivalent for shorter and taller tussocks for the first 95 

days of the model simulations. 
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Figure 5.10(a): Snow depth over the surface on day 3 : 

(i) shorter tussocks; 

(ii) taller tussocks . 
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Figure 5.10(b): Snow depth over the surface on day 83 : 

(i) shorter tussocks; 

(ii) taller tussocks . 
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the model calculating zero melt on certain days. While time constraints do not permit 

further investigation of this error, it is thought to be related to the incorrect rounding of 

numbers. 

Although the snow accumulation/ablation model for tussock grassland still requires 

testing and calibration, the results from the simulation runs look promising. The model 

structure appears to be valid. The model may be considered as the first stage in 

developing fully-operational models for different landscape units in the tussock grasslands 

of the Central Otago block mountains. 

There are a number of areas where the model could be improved. Firstly, estimates of 

snow water equivalent from the model are higher than expected. This is caused by low 

values of surface snow density resulting in an overestimation of snow drifting events. 

Adjustments to the surface snow density function would improve model performance. 

Similarly, the treatment of snow pack density in the model is very basic and does not 

take into account any changes due to the deposition of snow or rainfall. Including these 

factors in the density function could produce more reliable snow water equivalent 

estimates. 

Lastly, the model does not adequately simulate the development of melt hollows for 

different tussock covers. It is assumed that the development of melt hollows is solely 

dependent upon incoming splar radiation and so the process does not vary with tussock 

stature. Field observations indicate that this is not the case and further investigation is 

needed. 

At present, the model is applicable only to areas with uniform terrain sloping less than 

15%. However, it is envisaged that with further development and calibration it could be 

applied to various slopes and aspects thereby encompassing all landscape units in Central 

Otago. Application of such an approach would help overcome the lack of snow cover 

data for the Central Otago mountains and allow simulation experiments to determine the 

effects oflanduse change on snow hydrology. 
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6 Conclusions 

6.1 Summary 

Snow tussock grasslands are a major factor in snow storage on the Central Otago 

block fault mountains. Snow tussocks trap snow and can extend the period of snow cover 

by several weeks. As a result of farming practices, short tussocks have replaced snow 

tussocks over extensive areas of the High Country. There have been no measurements of 

how short tussocks influence snow storage and hence water yield. Similarly, little is 

known about. the effects of short tussock density and stature on snow storage. During the 

1992 snow season, a field study was completed on the Pisa Range, Central Otago to 

investigate snow cover formation and melt in short tussock grassland. The thesis has three 

components. 

Firstly, snow surveys of induced short tussock grassland described the temporal and 

spatial patterns of snow cover. Measurements were made along 200m transects at four

weekly intervals. The role of vegetation in these patterns was investigated. Tussocks 

trapped snow in micro-scale drifts and induced differential snow melt. To help interpret 

the snow cover patterns, an automatic climate station was set up adjacent to the study site 

and mean hourly windspeed, air temperature and incoming solar radiation recorded. 

Secondly, the effects of overgrazing on snow cover patterns were investigated. Two 

plots were set up at 1400m and another two at 1200m. At each elevation, one plot was 

given a clipping treatment to simulate overgrazing while the vegetation on the other plot 

was left intact. Snow cover measurements were taken on each site at two-weekly intervals 

throughout the snow season. 

Thirdly, the field experience was used to develop a numerical simulation mo9e1. The 

model was then developed further based on experience of field data. Although it still 

requires testing, the results from early simulation runs are encouraging. The model is a 

promising tool for assessing the impacts oflanduse change on snow hydrology. 
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6.2 Main Findings 

The main findings of this study are: 

• Snow cover within induced short tussock grassland is highly variable both spatially 

and temporally. 

• The temporal variations in snow cover are largely due to the nature of the climate. 

Winter accumulation patterns are controlled by snowfalls and wind. Winter ablation 

can occur at any time during the winter, hence snow cover development is not a 

continuous process. 

• Much of the spatial variation is the result of vegetation influencing snow cover 

processes. During accumulation, snow drifts with the form of a half cone, form 

downwind of individual tussocks. As accumulation continues, these drifts overlap 

each other and the snow pack builds up until the vegetation is covered. Thereafter, 

topography becomes the controlling factor in accumulation. 

• Distinctive patterns of snow melt develop around individual tussock plants. Hollows 

form in the snow pack around individual tussocks while the snow pack between, and 

distant from, tussocks remains relatively unchanged. This process increases snow 

cover variability. 

• The effects of overgrazing on snow cover patterns in induced short tussock grassland 

vary depending upon whether winter ablation interrupts snow cover development or 

not. 

• In areas where winter ablation is negligible, overgrazing reduces accumulation prior to 

the vegetation becoming buried. Overgrazing also reduces the overall rate of snow 

melt. 

• In areas where winter ablation is important, overgrazing has little effect on the 

accumulation of snow, but reduces the initial rates of snow melt. 
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• Snow cover varies with vegetative cover, therefore the "landscape units " approach 

frequently used overseas is applicable to the Central Otago block mountains. Using a 

snow accumulation/ablation model to estimate the snow water equivalent on different 

landscape units makes this approach more effective. 

• An empirically-based numerical simulation model was developed for areas of tussock 

grassland with uniform terrain sloping less than 15%. The model generates snow 

cover distribution over a micro-scale two-dimensional tussock-covered surface. 

e Results of early preliminary runs indicate that when short tussock grassland is 

overgrazed, snow depths decline and the period of snow cover is reduced. 

e Fu~her testing and calibration of the model is required. 

• At higher elevations, overgrazing reduces the rate of snow accumulation prior to the 

vegetation becoming buried. It has little effect on final depth where topography 

becomes the controlling factor in snow deposition. In areas exposed to the wind, 

snow depth is restricted to the tussock height and overgrazing leads to lower snow 

depths thereby increasing snow mobility. 

• At lower elevations where the snow cover is more subject to winter ablation, 

overgrazing has little effect on snow accumulation but affects the timing and rate of 

snow melt. The onset of snow melt is delayed by overgrazing but snow melts very 

rapidly from overgrazed short tussock grassland following the onset of melt. 

• The overall implications of overgrazing on snow ~ccumulation, timing of snow melt 

and runoff are complex. The effects vary between individual landscape units. 

6.3 Future Research 

The model requires further verification through longer term field studies. A minimum 

of 1-2 seasons of field data is necessary for further testing and calibration of the model. 

The data collected should include daily meteorological observations needed to run the 

model and micro-scale measurements of snow depth and water equivalent in short tussock 

grassland. Landscapes of varying stature and density of tussocks should be chosen. 
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Research is needed into snow transport and drifting in New Zealand. To date, there 

have been no measurements of the frequency of snow drifting events, the volume of snow 

transport or the particle size distribution of drifting snow. These are required to confirm 

whether empirical relationships derived overseas are applicable to New Zealand 

conditions. If they are not, an alternative equation needs to be developed for the 

simulation model. 

Development of melt hollows around individual tussocks plays an important role in 

evolution ofthe snow cover. Although the basic processes are understood, little is known 

about how they are altered by different types of tussock cover. Field measurements of the 

size and growth of melt hollows for different tussock stature and species need to be 

obtained. At the same time, measurements of the temperature distribution in and around 

tussock crowns and the radiation balance over tussock crowns in short tussock grassland 

would be useful. Melt hollow growth could be related to tussock stature and species, 

which would further improve the model. 

In the long term, it is envisaged that through further field studies, model building and 

testing, topographic factors such as slope, elevation and aspect could be incorporated into 

the model. This would make the model much more widely applicable to landscape units. 

Ultimately, the model could be developed to generate snow cover distribution on a three

dimensional surface. When used in conjunction with GIS, it would be an extremely useful 

tool for estimating snow water equivalent and it's distribution over Central Otago terrain 

and within key river catc~ents. The model could then be used to simulate the effects of 

landuse changes on snow hydrology and hence the water yield. 
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Appendix A 

Contour Maps of the Study Plots 

Contained in the following pages are the contour maps of the four plots used in the plot 

study to determine the effects of overgrazing on snow cover patterns in induced short 

tussock grassland. 
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AppendixB 

The Computer Program for the Snow 
Cover Model 

This appendix contains the computer program for the snow cover distribution model. 

The program is written inS-plus and is made up of four functions: 

• snowmain.fn; 

• tussock.fn; 

• converter.fn; 

• melthollow.fn. 

Snowmain.fn runs the model and calls on the other functions as required. It calculates 

the cumulative storage over the surface and plots it. It also calculates the mean snow 

depth and water equivalent for the surface. 

Tussock.fn generates the matrix which describes the two-dimensional surface. It is 

called from within snowmain.fn and it's size and attributes depend upon the vegetation 

parameters assigned in snoWn1ain.fn. 

After the two-dimensional surface has been created, snowmain.fn calls upon 

converter.fn. Converter.fn calculates snow accumulation and all snow melt except for 

tussock-induced melt. If the conditions for the development ofmelthollows are met, 

snowmain.fn calls upon melthollow.fn to calculate the tussock-induced melt. 
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snowmain.fu<-function( day) 
{ 

# assign vegetation parameters 

d<-75 
p<-10 
z<-10 

# generate tussock -covered surface 

tussockmatrix <- tussock.fu( d,p,z) 
image( t( tussockmatrix)) 

uc<-0 
timespan<-c(1 :day) 
cumstorage <- rep(O,d) 
cumstoragetv <- rep(O,d) 
cumstoraget <- rep(0,2*d) 
cumtv <- rep(O,d) 
cumt <- rep(0,2*d) 
maxslope<-( (2 *p )/z) 
thebottom <- c(1 :(2*d)) 
lastsnowfall <- 0 
lastsnowfalldensity <- 0 
timesincelastsnowfall <-0 
snow<- rep(0,(2*d)) 
oldkd <- 0 
oldr <- 0 
oldmelt <- rep(O,(d*2)) 
olddepth <- rep(O,(d*2)) 
driftheight <- 0 
x <- c(1:d) 
meandensity <- 0 
mdeptht <- 0 
mdepth <- 0 
mwet<- 0 
mwe<- 0 
totalmdepth <- 0 
totalmwe <- 0 

for (day in seq(along=timespan)) 
{ 
print("*************************") 
print(paste(" day ",day)) 
print("*************************") 
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if(day > 1) 
{ 
ace< <-converter.fu( day, d,p,z,lastsnowfall, lastsnowfalldensity, timesincelastsnowfall, 

cumstorage,acc,dri:ftheight,oldr,olddepth,oldmaxdepth) 
} 

else 
ace< <-converter.fu( day,d,p,z,lastsnowfall,lastsnowfalldensity, timesincelastsnowfall, 

cumstorage,acc,dri:ftheight,oldr,olddepth,oldmaxdepth) 

cumstorage <- cumstorage + acc$storage + acc$melt 

dri:ftheight <- acc$oldmaxdepth[l] 

# the following set of equations restricts the cumstorage to the area outside 
# the tussocks 

for (i in seq(along=thebottom)) cumstorage[i] <-
{ 
if (i<d && i < zl2 && cumstorage[i] > maxslope*i) output <-maxslope*i 
else if( i>d && (i-d) < (zl2) && cumstorage[i] >maxslope*(i-d)) 

output <- maxslope*(i-d) 
else if(i<d && (d-i) < (zl2) && cumstorage[i] >(-maxslope*(i-d))) 

output<- (-maxslope*(i-d)) 
else if(i>d && i> (2*d- (zl2)) && cumstorage[i] >(-maxslope*(i-(2*d)))) 

output<- (-maxslope*(i-(d*2))) 
else output <- cumstorage[i] 
output 
} 

# calculate snow storage within the tussock canopy 

snow <- cumstorage - acc$melt 
m <- (((5.5*dri:ftheight) + (z12))/2) 
a<- ((z1(2*p))*snow[m]) 
b <- (d- ((zl(2*p))*snow[m])) 
for (i in seq(along=x)) cumtv[i] <
{ 
if(i <a) output<- snow[m]- ((2*p*i)/z) 
else if (i>=a && i<b) output <- 0 
else if(i>=b && i<=d) output<- (snow[m]- (((2*p)/z)*(d- i))) 
output 
} 

cumtv[ cumtv<O] <- 0 
cumt <- rep(cumtv,2) 
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# determine whether the development of melthollow occurs 
if(daily$padj[day]<= 0 & daily$w[day] < acc$uc[1] & sum(cumstorage)>O) 

{ 
melthollowv <<- melthollow.fn( day,oldr,cumstorage,olddepth,oldmelt) 
oldr <- melthollowv$oldr[ 1] 
oldkd <- melthollowv$oldkd[ 1] 
cumstorage <- cumstorage - melthollowv$melt 
oldmelt <- melthollowv$oldmelt - ( acc$totmelt - acc$melt) 
oldmelt[ oldmelt<O] <- 0 
snow <- cumstorage - acc$melt 
olddepth <- olddepth - acc$totmelt 

# calculate snow storage within the tussock canopy 

m <- (((5.5*driftheight) +(zl2))/2) 
a<- (((z*(snow[m] - (1.5*oldkd)))/(2*p))- (1.5*oldkd)) 
b <- (d + (1.5*oldkd)- ((z*(snow[m]- (1.5*oldkd)))/(2*p))) 
for (i in seq(along=x)) cumstoragetv[i] <-
{ 
if(i<a) output<- ((snow[m]- (1.5*oldkd))- (((2*p*i)/z) + ((3*p*oldkd)/z))) 
else if (i>=a && i<b) output <- 0 
else if(i>=b && i<=d) output<- ((snow[m]- (1.5*oldkd))- ((((2*p)/z)*(d- i)) + 

((3*p*oldkd)/z))) 
output 
} 
cumstoragetv[ cumstoragetv<O] <- 0 
cumstoraget <- rep( cumstoragetv,2) 
} 

else 
{ 
cumstorage <- cumstorage 
oldr <- 0 
oldmelt <- rep(0,2 * d) 
olddepth <- cumstorage - acc$melt 
snow <- cumstorage - acc$melt 
cumstoraget <- cumt 
} 

output<- cbind("olddepth"=olddepth,"oldr" = oldr) 

cumstorage <- cumstorage - acc$melt 

# this limits cumstorage to the tussock height 

cumstorage[ cumstorage>p] <- p 
cumstorage[ cumstorage<O. 01] <- 0 
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# testing for a snowfall 

if(daily$w[day]<acc$uc[1] && daily$padj[day] = 0) 
{ 
lastsnowfall <- lastsnowfall+ 1 
lastsnowfalldensity <- acc$lastsnowfalldensity[ 1] 
timesincelastsnowfall <- (lastsnowfall/7) 
} 

else 
{ 
lastsnowfall<-0 
lastsnowfalldensity <- acc$lastsnowfalldensity[ 1] 
timesincelastsnowfall <-0 
} 

meandensity <- ((7.9*daily$week[day]) + 62.5) 

print(paste("the last snowfall was ",lastsnowfall, "days ago")) 
print(paste(" density of snow is" ,lastsnowfalldensity)) 

# calculate the mean snow cover properties for the surface 
mdeptht <- ((sum(cumstoraget))/(2*z)) 
mdepth <- ((sum(cumstorage))/(2*d)) 
mwet <- (((mdeptht/100)*(0.5*meandensity))/10) 
mwe <- (((mdepth/100)*meandensity)/10) 
totalmdepth <- ((sum(cumstoraget) + sum(cumstorage))/(2*d)) 
totalmwe <- mwet + mwe 

print(paste("mean snow depth in tussock is", mdeptht)) 
print(paste("mean snow depth outside tussock is", mdepth)) 
print(paste("mean swe in tussock is", mwet)) 
print(paste("mean swe outside tussock is", mwe)) 
print(paste("mean snow depth for the surface is", totalmdepth)) 
print(paste("mean swe for the surface is", totalmwe)) 
print(paste("density is", meandensity)) 

} 
} 
#END 
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tussock.fu<-function( d,p,z) 
{ 
# d = distance between plants 
# p =plant height 
# z = tussock crown diameter 

# make up a representation of the surface 
# We will make up a matrix with 1 em resolution 
# we say that if the point is air it will have the value of zero 

snowmatrix <- matrix(O,(p+p),(2*d)) 

# based upon d, p, and z, we now distribute tussocks through the plane 
# Assume that the tussock starts at one point and cones out. 
# Assume 3 tussocks on the surface. 
# Assign the starting points based on the assumption that the point 0,0 is the base 
#of the first tussock. (right down the bottom left!) 
# for each point x along the axis determine tussock presence. 
# for each row calculate a then b then replicate twice. 

y<-c( 1 :nrow( snowmatrix)) 
x<-c(l:p) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) snowmatrix[i,] <
{ 
a<- (i * z) I (2 * p) 
a[a<1] <- 1 
b <- d- (2 *a) 
if(b>O) 

{ outputrow <- rep( c(rep(1,a),rep(O,b ),rep(1,a)),2)} 
else { outputrow<-rep(1,2*d)} 
outputrow 
} 

mtext( side= 1 ,line=3, "Distance") 
mtext(side=2,line=3, "Height") 
snowmatrix 
} 
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converter.fu <- function( day,d,p,z,lastsnowfall,lastsnowfalldensity, timesincelastsnowfall, 
· cumstorage,acc, driftheight, oldr, olddepth, oldmaxdepth) 

{ 
print("inputs are:") 
print(paste(" lastsnowfall = ",lastsnowfall)) 
print(paste(" lastsnowfalldensity = ",lastsnowfalldensity)) 
print(paste(" timesincelastsnowfall = ", timesincelastsnowfall)) 

# assign vegetation parameters 
d<-75 
p<-10 
z<- 10 

newdensity <- 0 
snowt <- 0 
accumulationsv <- rep(0,2*d) 
accumulationdv <- rep(0,2*d) 
accumulationv <- rep(0,(2*d)) 
cumstoragev <-rep(O,d) 
generalmeltv <-rep(O,d) 
rainmeltv <-rep(O,d) 
meltv <-rep(O,d) 
storagev <- rep(O,d) 
generalmelt <- 0 
driftdensity <- 0 
rainmelt <-0 
uc<-0 
uc2 <-0 
maxdepthv<-rep(O, d) 
maxdepth <- 0 
densityv <- rep(0,2*d) 
meltvt <- rep(O,d) 
kd<- 0 
x <- c(1:d) 

driftheight <- acc$oldmaxdepth[ 1] 

# calculate the density of new snow 
newdensity <- 125 + 6.5 * daily$t[day] 

# first set up initial test of is snow or precip present 

if( daily$padj[day] > 0 I sum(cumstorage > 0)) 
{ 
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#SNOWFALL i.e wind drifts fonn 

if( (daily$padj[day] > 0) & (daily$t[day]<1.2)) 
{ 
print("we have snowfall") 

# calculate the depth of new snow deposited at the tussock apex 
max depth <- ( daily$padj [day ]/newdensity) * 1 00 

# add the increase in height of the snow drift to the previous drift height 
if (day > 1) ( maxdepth <- maxdepth + driftheight) 

# limit the drift height to the tussock height 
if (maxdepth>p) maxdepth<-p 

# calculate the cumstorage along the surface after the addition of the new snow 

#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5 * maxdepth) + (z/2)) >d) 
{ 
a<- (((2 * p * d)/z)- (0.09 * z)- maxdepth)/(((2 * p)/z)- 0.18) 
for (i in seq(along=x)) cumstoragev[i] <-

} 

{ 
if(O <= i && i < (z/2)) output<- ((2 * i)/z) * maxdepth 
else if((z/2) <= i && i <=a) output<- ( maxdepth- (.18*(i- (z/2)))) 
else if( i >a && i <=d) output<- ((-2*p)/z) * (i- d) 
output 
} 

# if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((5.5 * maxdepth) + (z/2)) <=d) 
{ 
a<- ((5.5 * maxdepth) + (z/2)) 
for (i in seq(along=x)) cumstoragev[i] <-

} 

{ 
if(O <= i && i < (z/2)) output<- ((2*i)/z) * maxdepth 
else if((z/2) <= i && i<= a) output<- (maxdepth- (.18*(i- (z/2)))) 
else if (i > a && i <= d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

cumstoragev <- rep( cumstoragev,2) 

# to calculate the accumulation of snow for that day subtract the cumstorage 
# from the previous day 

accumulationsv <- cumstoragev - cumstorage 
densityv <- rep(newdensity,2*d) 
} 
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# SNOW DRIFTING WITHOUT SNOWFALL i.e just caused by wind 

g <- (500 I lastsnowfalldensity) 
ssd <- (500 * exp(-1/(timesincelastsnowfall + (11(log(g))))))/1000 
uc <- (37.22 * (ssd"'.85)) 
uc2 <- 0.7 * uc 

# determine if snow drifting without snowfall is occurring 
if ( daily$padj [day] <= 0 & daily$w[ day] >= uc2 & sum( cumstorage) > 0 ) 

{ 

print(paste("We have a snow drifting WITHOUT snowfall")) 

# calculate ustarc 
ustarc <- (uc2 * 0.108) 

# calculate the volume of snow transport 
snowt <- ((102)*(0.751ustarc)*(daily$ustar[day] ** 2)* (daily$ustar[day]-ustarc)) 

# calculate the increase in density due to drifting 
drift density <- ( ( ssd * 1 OOO)*(log(2. 6 *( daily$w[ day ]luc2)))) 

# calculate the depth of snow deposited at the tussock apex 
efficiency<- 0.01 
maxdepth <- ((8640 * efficiency) *(snowt/(driftdensity))) 

# add the increase in height of the snow drift to the previous drift height 
if (day > 1) (max depth <- max depth + driftheight) 

# limit the drift height to the tussock height 
if (maxdepth>p) maxdepth<-p 

# calculate the cumstorage along the surface after the addition of the new snow 

#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5 * maxdepth) + (z/2)) >d) 
{ 

} 

a<- (((2 * d * p)lz)- (0.09 * z)- maxdepth) I (((2 * p)/z)- 0.18) 
for (i in seq(along=x)) cumstoragev[i] <-

{ 
if(O <= i && i< (z/2)) output<- ((2 * i)lz) * maxdepth 
else if( (z/2) <= i && i <=a) output<- ( maxdepth- (.18*(i- (z/2)))) 
else if( i >a && i <=d) output<- ((-2*p)/z) * (i- d) 
output 
} 
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# if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if((( 5.5 * maxdepth) + (zl2)) <=d) 
{ 
a<- ((5.5 * maxdepth) + (zl2)) 
for (i in seq(along=x)) cumstoragev[i] <

{ 
if(O <= i && i < (z/2)) output<- ((2*i)/z) * maxdepth 
else if((zl2) <= i && i<= a) output<- ( maxdepth- (.18*(i- (zl2)))) 
else if (i > a && i <= d) output <- 0 

} 

output 
} 

densityv <- rep( ( driftdensity ),2 *d) 
cumstoragev <- rep( cumstoragev,2) 

# to calculate the accumulation of snow for that day subtract the cumstorage 
# from the previous day 

accumulationdv <- cumstoragev - cumstorage 
} 

# GENERAL MELT WHERE P=O temperature driven melt 
if(daily$padj[day]<=O & daily$t[day]>O & daily$w[day]<uc2) 
{ 
mf<-5 
generalmelt <-(((mf* daily$t[day])/((7.9*daily$week[day]) + 62.5)) * 100) 
print(paste("we have general melt of ",generalmelt)) 

driftheight <- acc$oldmaxdepth[ 1] 

r <- (daily$s[day] * 0.00397) 
r <- r + oldr 
kd <- r- 1.3 
if(kd < 0) kd <- 0 

# this set of equations applies if there is a max drift with no melt hollow devt 
if(round(cumstorage[d/5],5) = round(p- (0.18*((d/5)-(z/2))),5) & 

cumstorage[(z/2)] = p & cumstorage[1] = ((2*p)/z)) 
{ 
if(kd = 0) 
{ 
print("kd = 0") 
print(" max drift with no melt hollow devt") 
a<- (((p- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
b <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- p- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
h <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (0.09*z)- (p- generalmelt))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
f<- (((p- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
g <- ((p + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
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#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*p) + (z/2)) >d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output<- 0 
else if(i>= a && i< (z/2)) 

output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ( p- generalmelt)- (0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i< b) output<- generalmelt 
else if (i>=b && i<h) 

output <-(((2*p*d)/z)- (p- generalmelt)- (0.09*z) + ((0.18- ((2*p)/z))*i)) 
else if (i>=h && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

melM <- generalmeltv 
} 

#if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((5.5*p) +(z/2)) <=d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <-0 
else if(i>=a && i<(z/2)) 

output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ( p- generalmelt)- (0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<f) output<- generalmelt 
else if(i>=f && i<g) output<- (p- (0.18*(i- (z/2)))) 
else if (i>=g && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

meltvt <- generalmeltv 
} 
} 
else 
{ 

print("kd >0") 
print("max drift with no melt hollow") 

a<- ((p- generalmelt) + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18) 
b <- (p + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18) 
w <-(((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- p- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18) 
f <-(((2*p*d)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-(p-generalmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p )/z)-0.18) 
g <- (((p -generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
h <- ((p + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
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#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((S.S*p) + (zJ2)) >d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<a) output<- 0 
else if (i>=a && i<b) 

output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18) * i)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- (p- generalmelt)- (0.09*z)) 
·else if(i>=b && i<w) output<- generalmelt 
else if (i>=w && i<f) 

output <-(((2*p*d)/z)-((2*p*i)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-(p-generalmelt)+(0.18*i) 
(0.09*z)) 

else if (i>=f && i<=d) output <-0 
output 
} 

j <- (((p- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- p- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
I<- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (p - generalmelt) - (0.09*z))/(((2*p )/z) - 0.18)) 
n <- ((p- generalmelt + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
w <- ((p + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) melM[i] <
{ 
if (i<j ) output <- 0 
else if(i>=j && i<(zJ2)) output<- (((((2*p)/z)+0.18)*i)-(p-generalmelt)-(0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=(zJ2) && i<k) output<- generalmelt 
else if (i>=k && i<l) 

output<- (((2*p*d)/z)- (p- generalmelt)- (0.09*z) + ((0.18- ((2*p)/z))*i)) . 
else if (i>=l && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

} 

#if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((S.S*p) + (zJ2)) <=d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i]<
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if (i>=a && i<b) 

output<- (((((2*p)/z)+0.18)*i)-((2*p*kd)/z)-(p-generalmelt)-(0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=b && i<g) output <- generalmelt 
else if (i>=g && i<h) output<- p- (0.18*(i- (zJ2))) 
else if (i>=h && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
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for (i in seq(along=x)) meltvt[i] <
{ 
if (i<j ) output <- 0 
else if(i>=j && i<(z/2)) output<- (((((2*p)/z)+0.18)*i)-(p-generalmelt)-(0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<n) output<- generalmelt 
else if(i>=n && i<w) output<- p- (0.18*( i- (z/2))) 
else if (i>=w && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 
} 
} 

# this set of equations applies if there is a smaller drift with no melt hollow devt 

if(cumstorage[z/2] < p & cumstorage[1] =((2*cumstorage[z/2])/z) & 

{ 
round( cumstorage[ d/5],5)=round( cumstorage[ z/2]-(0.18*(( d/5)-(z/2))),5)) 

print("smaller drift with no melt hollow devt") 

a<- ((((2*p*d)/z)- cumstorage[(z/2)]- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
b <- ((((2*p*d)/z)-(cumstorage[(z/2)]-generalmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18)) 
g <- (((cumstorage[(z/2)]- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
f<- ((cumstorage[(z/2)] + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

# if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*cumstorage[(z/2)]) +(z/2)) >d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*generalmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<a) output<- generalmelt 
else if (i>=a && i< b) 
output<- (((2*p*d)/z)- (cumstorage[(z/2)] -generalmelt)- (0.09*z) + 

((0.18- ((2*p)/z))*i)) 
else if (i>=b && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

meltvt <- generalmeltv 
} 

# if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if((5.5*cumstorage[(z/2)] +(z/2)) <=d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*generalmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<g) output<- generalmelt 
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else if(i>=g && i<f) output<- (cumstorage[(z12)]- (0.18 *(i -(z12)))) 
else if (i>f && i<=d) output <-0 
output 
} 

melM <- generalmeltv 
} 

} 

# this set of equations applies if there was a max drift followed by surface melt 

if( cumstorage[1] = ((2*p)/z) & cumstorage[z12] < p 
& round(cumstorage[(d/5)],5) = round(cumstorage[(zl2)]- (0.18*((d/5)- (z12))),5)) 

{ 
print(" max drift followed by surface melt") 

a<- ((cumstorage[(zl2)] + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
b <- (((cumstorage[zl2]- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
k <- ((cumstorage[z12] + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
f<- ((((2*p*d)/z)- cumstorage[z12]- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
g <- ((((2*p*d)/z)-(cumstorage[z12]-generalmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18)) 

#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*cumstorage[z12]) + (z12)) >d) 
{ 
for ( i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<b) output <- 0 
else if(i>=b && i<k) output <-(((2*p*i)/z)-(cumstorage[zl2]-generalmelt)+ 

0.18*(i-(zl2))) 
else if (i>=k && i<f) output <- generalmelt 
else if (i>=f && i<g) 

output<- ((((2*p)/z)*(d-i))-((cumstorage[zl2]- generalmelt)-(0.18*( i- (z12))))) 
else if (i>=g && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
melM <- generalmeltv 
} 

# if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((5.5*cumstorage[zl2]) + (zl2)) <=d) 
{ 
h <- (((cumstorage[zl2] - generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/ 0.18) 
j <- ((cumstorage[z12] + (0.09*z))/ 0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<b) output <- 0 
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else if(i>=b && i<k) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)- (cumstorage[z/2]- generalmelt) 
+ 0.18*(i- (z/2))) 

else if (i>=k && i<h) output <- generalmelt 
else if(i>=h && i<j) output<- (cumstorage[z/2]- (0.18*(i- (z/2)))) 
else if (i>=j && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
melM <- generalmeltv 
} 
} 

# this set of equations applies if there is a max drift with melt hollow devt 

if(cumstorage[1] < ((2*p)/z) & driftheight = p & 
round(cumstorage[(d/5)],5) = round(p- (0.18*((d/5)- (z/2))),5)) 

{ 
print(" max drift with melt hollows") 
a<- ((p- generalmelt) + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18) 
b <- (p + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18) 
w <-(((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- p- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18) 
f<-(((2*p*d)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-(p-generalmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18) 
g <- (((p -generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
h <- ((p + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

# if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*p) + (z/2)) >d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if (i>=a && i<b) 

output<- (((((2*p)/z)+0.18)* i)-((2*p*kd)/z)-(p-generalmelt)-(0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=b && i<w) output<- generalmelt 
else if (i>=w && i<t) 

output <-(((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*i)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z) - (p -generalmelt) + 
(0.18 *i)- (0.09*z)) 

else if (i>=f && i<=d) output <-0 
output 
} 

j <- (((p- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- p- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
1 <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (p- generalmelt)- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
n <- ((p- generalmelt + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
w <- ((p + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
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for (i in seq(along=x)) melM[i] <
{ 
if (i<j ) output <- 0 
else if(i>=j && i<(zl2)) output<- (((((2*p)/z)+O.l8)*i)-(p-generalmelt)-(0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=(zl2) && i<k) output <- generalmelt 
else if (i>=k && i<l) 

output<- (((2*p*d)/z)-(p-generalmelt)-(0.09*z)+((O.l8-((2*p )/z))*i)) 
else if (i>=l && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 

# if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((5.5*p) + (zl2)) <=d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i]<
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if (i>=a && i<b) 

output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- (p- generalmelt)-(0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=b && i<g) output <- generalmelt 
else if (i>=g && i<h) output<- p - (0.18*(i- (zl2))) 
else if (i>=h && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

for (i in seq(along=x)) melM[i] <
{ 
if (i<j ) output <- 0 
else if(i>=j && i<(zl2)) output<- (((((2*p)/z)+O.l8)*i)-(p-generalmelt)-(0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=(zl2) && i<n) output<- generalmelt 
else if (i>=n && i<w) output<- p - (0.18*( i- (zl2))) 
else if (i>=w && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 
} 

# this set of equations applies if there is a smaller drift with melt hollow devt 
if (round( cumstorage[( d/5)],5)=round( driftheight-(0.18*(( d/5)-(zl2))),5) & 

driftheight < p & cumstorage[l] < ((2*driftheight)/z) & olddepth[l] < ((2*p)/z)) 
{ 
print(" smaller drift with melt hollows") 
#the first set of equations applies if the drift height is below (p- ((2*p*kd)/z)) 

if(driftheight<(p- ((2*p*kd)/z))) 
{ 
print(" driftheight < p - ") 
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a<- ((p*kd)/(p- (driftheight -generalmelt))) 
b <- ((p*kd)/(p- driftheight)) 
w <- (((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18) 
f<- (((2*p*d)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-(driftheight-generalmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18) 
g <- (((driftheight- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
h <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

# this set of equations applies if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*driftheight) + (z/2)) >(d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-((2*(driftheight-

generalmelt)*i)/z)) 
else if(i>=b && i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*generalmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<w) output<- generalmelt 
else if (i>=w && i<f) 

output<- ((((2*p)/z)*(d-i-kd))-(driftheight-generalmelt)+ (0.18*i)- (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=f &&i<d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

j <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (driftheight- generalmelt)- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18)) 
1 <- (((driftheight- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
n <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) meltvt[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*generalmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<j) output<- generalmelt 
else if(i>=j && i<k) output<- (((2*p*d)/z)- (driftheight- generalmelt)-

(0.09*z) + ((0.18- ((2*p)/z))*i)) 
else if (i>=k && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 

#this set of equations applies if the drift doesn't intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((5.5*driftheight) + (z/2)) <= (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-((2*(driftheight

generalmelt)*i)/z)) 
else if(i>=b && i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*generalmelt*i)/z) 
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else if(i>=(z/2) && i<g) output<- generalmelt 
else if (i>=g && i<h) output <- ( driftheight - (0 .18 *(i - ( z/2)))) 
else if (i>=h && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

j <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)-(driftheight- generalmelt)- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) -0.18)) 
1 <- (((driftheight- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
n <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) meltvt[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*generalmelt*i)/z) 
else if (i>=(z/2) && i<l) output <- generalmelt 
else if(i>=l && i<n) output<- (driftheight- (0.18*i) + (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=n && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

} 
} 

#this set of equations applies if the drift height>= (p- ((2*p*d)/z)) 
else if(driftheight >= (p- ((2*p*kd)/z))) 
{ 
print(" driftheight >= p - ") 
a<- (((driftheight-generalmelt)+(0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
b <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) +0.18)) 
w <- (((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18) 
f <-( (((2 *p*d)/z)-( (2 *p*kd)/z)-( driftheight-generalmelt)-(0. 09*z) )/( ( (2 *p )/z)-0 .18)) 
g <- (((driftheight- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
h <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

#this set of equations applies if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*driftheight) +(z/2)) > (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <~ 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ((2*p*kd)/z)

(driftheight- generalmelt)- (0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=b && i<w) output<- generalmelt 
else if (i>=w && i<f) 

output<- ((((2*p)/z)*(d -i-kd))-(driftheight-generalmelt)+(0.18*i)- (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=f && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
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j <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)-(driftheight- generalmelt)- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) -0.18)) 
1 <- (((driftheight- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
n <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) melM[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*generalmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<j) output<- generalmelt 
else if(i>=j && i<k) output<- (((2*p*d)/z)- (driftheight- generalmelt)-

(0.09*z) + ((0.18- ((2*p)/z))*i)) 
else if (i>=k && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 

#this set of equations applies if the drift doesn't intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((S.S*driftheight) + (z/2)) <= (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ((2*p*kd)/z)-

(driftheight- generalmelt)- (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=b && i<g) output <- generalmelt 
else if(i>=g && i<h) output<- (driftheight- (0.18*(i- (z/2)))) 
else if (i>=h &&i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

j <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)-(driftheight- generalmelt)- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) -0.18)) 
1 <- (((driftheight- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
n <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) melM[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*generalmelt*i)/z) 
else if (i>=(z/2) && i<l) output <- generalmelt 
else if(i>=l && i<n) output<- (driftheight- (0.18*i) + (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=n && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

} 
} 
} 
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# this set of equations applies if there is a 'max drift followed by surface 
# melt' with melt hollows 

if(round(cumstorage[d/5],5) = round(driftheight-(0.18*((d/5)-(z/2))),5) & 
driftheight < p & cumstorage[1] < ((2*p)/z) & olddepth[1] = ((2*p)/z)) 
{ 

print("max drift followed by surface melt with melt hollows") 

a<- (((driftheight- generalmelt) + (0.09*z)+((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z)+0.18)) 
b <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z)+0.18)) 
w <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18)) 
f<- ((((2*p*d)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-(driftheight-generalmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18)) 
g <- (((driftheight-generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
h <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

# if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*driftheight) + (z/2)) > (d- kd)) 
{ 
for ( i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<a) output<- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-((driftheight-generalmelt)

(0.18*i) + (0.09*z))) 
else if (i>=b && i<w) output <- generalmelt 
else if(i>=w && i<t) output<- (((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*i)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)-

((driftheight-generalmelt)-(0.18*i)+(0.09*z))) 
else if (i>=f && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

j <- (((driftheight- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
k <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
1 <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
n <- ((((2*p*d)/z)-(driftheight-generalmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18)) 

for ( i in seq(along=x)) meltvt[i] <
{ 
if (i<j) output <- 0 
else if(i>=j && i<k) output <-(((2*p*i)/z)-(driftheight-generalmelt)+ 0.18*(i- (z/2))) 
else if (i>=k && i<l) output <- generalmelt 
else if(i>=l && i<n) 

output<- ((((2*p)/z)*(d-i))-((driftheight- generalmelt) -(0.18*( i- (z/2))))) 
else if (i>=n && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 
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#if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((5.5*driftheight) + (zl2)) <= (d-kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) generalmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<a) output<- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-

((driftheight-generalmelt)- (0.18*i) + (0.09*z))) 
else if (i>=b && i<g) output <- generalmelt 
else if(i>=g && i<h) output<- (driftheight- {0.18*i) + (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=h && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

j <- (((driftheight- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
k <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
w <- (((driftheight- generalmelt) + (0.09*z))/ 0.18) 
y <- ((driftheight + {0.09*z))/ 0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) meltvt[i] <
{ 
if (i<j) output <- 0 
else if(i>=j && i<k) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)- (driftheight- generalmelt)+ 0.18*(i- {zl2))) 
else if (i>=k && i<w) output <- generalmelt 
else if(i>=w && i<y) output<- (driftheight- (0.18*(i- (zl2)))) 
else if (i>=y && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 
} 
} 

# GENERAL MELT WHERE P>O i.e. rain on snow events 

if(daily$padj[day] > 0 & daily$t[day] >= 1.2) 
{ 
mf<-5 
rainmelt <- ((((mf+ (0.0126 * daily$padj[day])) * daily$t[day]) I 

((7.9*daily$week[day]) + 62.5)) * 100) 
print(paste("we have melt with a rain on snow event of" ,rainmelt)) 

driftheight <- acc$oldmaxdepth[ 1] 

# this set of equations applies ifthere is a max drift with no melt hollow devt 
if(cumstorage[zl2] = p & cumstorage[z] = p- (0.09 * z)) 
{ 
print("max drift with no melthollows") 
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a<- (((p- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
b <- (((2*p*d)/z)- p- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18) 
h <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (0.09*z)- (p- rainmelt))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
f<- (((p- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
g <- ((p + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*p) + (z/2)) >d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<a) output<- 0 
else if(i>= a && i< (z/2)) output<- ((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ( p- rainmelt)- (0.09*z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i< b) output<- rainmelt 
else if(i>=b && i<h) output <-((2*p*d)/z)-(p-rainmelt)-(0.09*z)+((0.18-

((2*p )/z))*i) 
else if (i>=h && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

melM <- rainmeltv 
} 

# if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((5.5*p) +(z/2)) <=d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<a) output <-0 
else if(i>=a && i<(z/2)) output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ( p- rainmelt)- (0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<t) output<- rainmelt 
else if(i>=f && i<g) output<- (p- (0.18*(i- (z/2)))) 
else if (i>=g && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

melM <- rainmeltv 
} 
} 

# this set of equations applies ifthere is a smaller drift with no melt hollow devt 
if(cumstorage[z/2] <p & cumstorage[1] = ((2*cumstorage[z/2])/z) & 

round( cumstorage[ d/5], 5)=round( cumstorage[ z/2]-(0. 18 *( ( d/5)-( z/2)) ), 5)) 
{ 
print(" smaller drift with no melt hollows") 

a<- ((((2*p*d)/z)- cumstorage[z/2]- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
b <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (cumstorage[z/2]- rainmelt) - (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
g <- (((cumstorage[z/2]- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
f<- ((cumstorage[z/2] + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
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#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock both prior to and following melt 
if(((5.5*cumstorage[zl2]) +(z/2)) > d && 

((5.5*(cumstorage[zl2] -rainmelt)) + (z/2)) >d) 
{ 
print("intersects before and after") 

for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*rainmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<a) output<- rainmelt 
else if (i>=a && i< b) 

output<- (((2*p*d)/z)-(cumstorage[zl2]-rainmelt)-(0.09*z)+((0.18-
((2*p )/z))*i)) 

else if (i>=b && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

meltvt <- rainmeltv 
} 

#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock prior to melt but not after melt 
else if(((5.5*cumstorage[zl2]) + (z/2)) > d && 

(((5.5*(cumstorage[zl2]- rainmelt)) + (z/2)) <d)) 
{ 
print("before but not after") 

a<- ((((2*p*d)/z)- cumstorage[z/2]- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
b <- (((cumstorage[z/2] -rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

if(a<b) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*rainmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<a) output<- rainmelt 
else if (i>=a && i< b) 

output<- (((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*i)/z)- (cumstorage[z/2] - rainmelt) + 
(0.18*i)- (0.09*z)) 

else if(i>=b && i<=d) output<- (((2*p)/z)*(d- i)) 
output 
} 

meltvt <- rainmeltv 
} 

else if( a> b) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*rainmelt*i)/z) 
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else if (i>=(z/2) && i<b) output <- rainmelt 
else if (i>=b && i<a) output<- cumstorage[z/2]- (0.18*(i- (z/2))) 
else if(i>=a && i<d) output<- (((2*p)/z)*(d- i)) 
output 
} 
meltvt <- rainmeltv 
} 

} 

#if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock prior to or following melt 
else if((5.5*cumstorage[zl2] +(z/2)) <= d && 

(((5.5*(cumstorage[z/2]- rainmelt)) + (z/2)) <d)) 
{ 

for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*rainmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<g) output<- rainmelt 
else if(i>=g && i<f) output<- cumstorage[z/2]- (0.18 *(i- (z/2))) 
else if (i>f && i<=d) output <-0 
output 
} 

melM <- rainmeltv 
} 

} 

# this set of equations applies if there was a max drift followed by surface melt 

if( cumstorage[1] = ((2*p)/z) & cumstorage[z/2] < p & 
round(cumstorage[(d/5)],5) = round(cumstorage[(zl2)]- (0.18*((d/5)- (z/2))),5)) 

{ 
print("max. drift followed by surface melt") 

a<- ((cumstorage[(zl2)] + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
b <- (((cumstorage[(z/2)]- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
k <- ((cumstorage[(zl2)] + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
f <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- cumstorage[(z/2)]- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
g <- ((((2*p*d)/z)-(cumstorage[(z/2)]-rainmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 

#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*cumstorage[(zl2)]) + (z/2)) >d) 
{ 
for ( i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<b) output <- 0 
else if(i>=b && i<k) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)-(cumstorage[(zl2)]-rainmelt)+0.18*(i-(z/2))) 
else if (i>=k && i<f) output <- rainmelt 
else if (i>=f && i<g) 

output<- ((((2*p)/z)*(d- i))-((cumstorage[(z/2)]-rainmelt)-(0.18*( i-(z/2))))) 
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else if (i>=g && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
melM <- rainmeltv 
} 

#if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 

else if(((5.5*cumstorage[(z/2)]) + (z/2)) <=d) 
{ 
h <- (((cumstorage[(z/2)]- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/ 0.18) 
j <- ((cumstorage[(z/2)] + (0.09*z))/ 0.18) 

for (i inseq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<b) output <- 0 
else if(i>=b && i<k) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)-(cumstorage[(z/2)]-rainmelt)+0.18*(i-(z/2))) 
else if (i>=k && i<h) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=h && i<j) output<- (cumstorage[(z/2)]- (0.18*(i- (z/2)))) 
else if (i>=j && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
melM <- rainmeltv 
} 
} 

r <- daily$s[day]*0.00397 
r <- r + oldr 
kd <- r- 1.3 
if (kd<O) kd <- 0 

# this set of equations applies if there is a max drift with melt hollow devt 

if(cumstorage[1] <((2*p)/z) & driftheight = p & 
round(cumstorage[(d/5)],5) = round(p- (0.18*((d/5)- (z/2))),5)) 

{ 

print("max drift with melt hollows") 

a<- ((p- rainmelt) + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18) 
b <- (p + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18) 
w <-(((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- p- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18) 
f <-(((2*p*d)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-(p-rainmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p )/z)-0.18) 
g <- (((p -rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
h <- ((p + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
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# if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((S.S*p) + (z/2)) >d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if (i>=a && i<b) 

output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- (p- rainmelt)-(0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=b && i<w) output<- rainmelt 
else if (i>=w && i<f) 

output <-(((2*p*d)/z) - ((2*p*i)/z) - ((2*p*kd)/z) - (p - rainmelt) + 
(0.18 *i)- (0.09*z)) 

else if (i>=f && i<=d) output <-0 
output 
} 

j <- (((p- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- p- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
1 <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (p- rainmelt)- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
n <- ((p- rainmelt + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
w <- ((p + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) meltvt[i] <
{ 
if (i<j ) output <- 0 
else if(i>=j && i<(z/2)) output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- (p- rainmelt)- (0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<k) output<- rainmelt 
else if (i>=k && i<l) 

output<- (((2*p*d)/z)- (p- rainmelt)- (0.09*z) + ((0.18- ((2*p)/z))*i)) 
else if (i>=l && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 

# if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((S.S*p) + (z/2)) <=d) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i]<
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if (i>=a && i<b) 
output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- (p- rainmelt)- (0.09*z)) 

else if (i>=b && i<g) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=g && i<h) output<- p- (0.18*(i- (z/2))) 
else if (i>=h && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
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for (i in seq(along=x)) meltvt[i] <
{ 
if (i<j ) output <- 0 
else if(i>=j && i<(z/2)) output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- (p- rainmelt)- (0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<n) output<- rainmelt 
else if(i>=n && i<w) output<- p- (0.18*( i- (z/2))) 
else if (i>=w && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

} 
} 

# this set of equations applies if there is a smaller drift with melt hollow devt 

if(round(cumstorage[(d/5)],5)=round(driftheight-(0.18*((d/5)-(z/2))),5) & 
cumstorage[1]<((2*driftheight)/z) & driftheight <p & olddepth[1] < ((2*p)/z)) 

{ 
print(" smaller drift with melt hollows") 

#the first set of equations applies if the drift height is below (p - ((2*p*kd)/z)) 

if(driftheight<(p- ((2*p*kd)/z))) 
{ 
print("driftheight < p -") 

a<- ((p*kd)/(p- (driftheight- rainmelt))) 
b <- ((p*kd)/(p - driftheight)) 
w <- (((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18) 
f<-(((2*p*d)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-(driftheight-rainmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18) 
g <- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
h <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

#this set of equations applies if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*driftheight) + (z/2)) >(d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- ((2*(driftheight-

rainmelt)*i)/z)) 
else if(i>=b && i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*rainmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<w) output<- rainmelt 
else if(i>=w && i<f) output<- ((((2*p)/z)*(d-i-kd))-(driftheight-rainmelt)+ 

(0.18*i)- (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=f &&i<d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
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j <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (driftheight- rainmelt)- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
I<- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
n <- ((dri:ftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) meltvt[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z12)) output<- ((2*rainmelt*i)/z) 
else if (i>=(zJ2) && i<j) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=j && i<k) output<- (((2*p*d)/z)- (driftheight- rainmelt)-

(0.09*z) + ((0.18- ((2*p)/z))*i)) 
else if (i>=k && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 

#this set of equations applies if the drift doesn't intersect the adjacent tussock 

else if(((5.5*driftheight) + (z12)) <= (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output <-(((2*p*i)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-((2*(driftheight-rainmelt)*i)/z)) 
else if(i>=b && i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*rainmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(zJ2) && i<g) output<- rainmelt 
else if(i>=g && i<h) output<- (driftheight- (0.18*(i- (z/2)))) 
else if (i>=h && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

j <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (driftheight- rainmelt)- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
I<- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
n <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) meltvt[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*rainmelt*i)/z) 
else if (i>=(z/2) && i<l) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=l && i<n) output<- (driftheight- (0.18*i) + (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=n && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 
} 
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#this set of equations applies if the drift height>= (p - ((2*p*d)/z)) 

else if(driftheight >= (p- ((2*p*kd)/z))) 
{ 

print("driftheight >= p- ") 

a<- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
b <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) +0.18)) 
w <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
f<-((((2*p*d)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-(driftheight-rainmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18)) 
g <- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
h <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

#this set of equations applies if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 

if(((5.5*driftheight) +(z/2)) > (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<a) output<- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ((2*p*kd)/z)

(driftheight- rainmelt)- (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=b && i<w) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=w && i<f) output<- ((((2*p)/z)*(d- i- kd))-(driftheight-rainmelt) 

+ (0.18*i)- (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=f && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

j <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (driftheight- rainmelt)- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
1 <- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
n <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) melM[i] <
{ 
if(i<(z/2)) output<- ((2*rainmelt*i)/z) 
else if (i>=(z/2) && i<j) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=j && i<k) output<- (((2*p*d)/z)- (driftheight- rainmelt)-

(0.09*z) + ((0.18- ((2*p)/z))*i)) 
else if (i>=k && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 
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#this set of equations applies if the drift doesn't intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((5.5*driftheight) + (zl2)) <= (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainrneltv[i] <
{ 
if(i<a) output<- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((((2*p)/z) + 0.18)*i)- ((2*p*kd)/z)-

(driftheight- rainrnelt)- (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=b && i<g) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=g && i<h) output<- (driftheight- (0.18*(i- (zl2)))) 
else if (i>=h &&i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

j <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
k <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- (driftheight- rainmelt)- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
l <- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
n <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) melM[i] <
{ 
if(i<(zl2)) output<- ((2*rainmelt*i)/z) 
else if(i>=(z/2) && i<l) output<- rainmelt 
else if(i>=l && i<n) output<- (driftheight- (0.18*i) + (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=n && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 
} 
} 

#this set of equations applies if there is a 'max drift followed by surface 
# melt' with melt hollows 

if( round(cumstorage[d/5],5)=round(driftheight-(0.18*((d/2)-(zl2))),5) & 
cumstorage[1]<((2*p)/z) & driftheight < p & olddepth[l] = ((2*p)/z)) 

{ 

print("max drift followed by surface melt with melt hollows") 

a<- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z)+0.18)) 
b <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z)+0.18)) 
w <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18)) 
f <- ((((2 *p*d)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-( driftheight-rainmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p )/z)-0.18)) 
g <- (((driftheight-rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
h <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/0.18) 
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# if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 

if(((S.S*driftheight) + (z/2)) > (d- kd)) 
{ 
for ( i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)

((driftheight-rainmelt)- (0.18*i) + (0.09*z))) 
else if (i>=b && i<w) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=w && i<t) output<- (((2*p*d)/z)- ((2*p*i)/z)- ((2*p*kd)/z)-

((driftheight-rainmelt)-(0.18*i)+(0.09*z))) 
else if (i>=f && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

j <- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
k <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
1 <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- driftheight- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
n <- ((((2*p*d)/z)-(driftheight-rainmelt)-(0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)-0.18)) 

for ( i in seq(along=x)) meltvt[i] <
{ 
if (i<j) output <- 0 
else if(i>=j && i<k) output <-(((2*p*i)/z)-(driftheight-rainmelt) + 0.18*(i- (z/2))) 
else if (i>=k && i<l) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=l && i<n) 

output<- ((((2*p)/z)*(d-i))-((driftheight- rainmelt)- (0.18*( i- (z/2))))) 
else if (i>=n && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 

# if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 

else if(((S.S*driftheight) + (z/2)) <= (d-kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) rainmeltv[i] <
{ 
if (i<a) output <- 0 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)-((2*p*kd)/z)-

((driftheight-rainmelt)- (0.18*i) + (0.09*z))) 
else if (i>=b && i<g) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=g && i<h) output<- (driftheight- (0.18*i) + (0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=h && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
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j <- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
k <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
w <- (((driftheight- rainmelt) + (0.09*z))/ 0.18) 
y <- ((driftheight + (0.09*z))/ 0.18) 

for (i in seq(along=x)) melM[i] <
{ 
if (i<j) output <- 0 
else if(i>=j && i<k) output<- (((2*p*i)/z)- (driftheight- rainmelt) + 0.18*(i- (z/2))) 
else if (i>=k && i<w) output <- rainmelt 
else if(i>=w && i<y) output<- (driftheight- (0.18*(i- (z/2)))) 
else if (i>=y && i<=d) output <- 0 
output 
} 
} 
} 
} 

accumulationv <- accumulationsv + accumulationdv 
meltvt <- rep(melM,2) 
meltv <- rainmeltv + generalmeltv 
meltv<-rep(meltv,2) 
netv<- accumulationv-meltv 
print(paste("mean accumulation is ",sum(accumulationv)/(d*2),"cm")) 
print(paste("mean melt is ",sum(meltv)/(d*2),"cm")) 
print(paste("mean added storage is ",sum(netv)/(d*2),"cm")) 
if(sum(netv) <= 0) densityv<-rep(lastsnowfalldensity,2 * d) 
if(sum(netv) <= 0) maxdepth <- (acc$oldmaxdepth[1]-(generalmelt+rainmelt)) 
} 

else 
{ 
maxdepth <- 0 
accumulationv<-rep(0,2*d) 
meltv<-rep(0,2*d) 
netv<-rep(0,2*d) 
generalmelt <- 0 
rainmelt <- 0 
meltvt <-rep( 0,2*d) 
} 

maxdepthv <-rep(maxdepth,2*d) 
ucv <- rep(uc2,2*d) 

output<- cbind("accumulation" = accumulationv, "melt"= meltv,"storage" = netv, 
"lastsnowfalldensity" = densityv, "oldmaxdepth" = maxdepthv, 
"uc" = ucv, "totmelt" = meltvt) 

output<- as.data.frame(output) 
output 
} 
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melthollow.fu <-function( day,oldr, cumstorage, olddepth, oldmelt) 
{ 
#MELT HOLLOWS 

print(11we have a melt hollow forming .. ) 

# assign vegetation parameters 
d<-75 
p<-10 
z<-10 

r <- daily$s[day]*0.00397 
r <- r + oldr 
kd <- r- 1.3 
if(kd < 0) kd <- 0 

x <- c(1:d) 
melthollowv<-rep(O,d) 

if(kd > 0) 
{ 

# melt kd gives us the distance of melt out from the tussock now all we do is 
# apply it along the sequence 

# This set of equations refers to the development of melt hollows when snow 
# drifts smaller than the maximum size are present 

if(olddepth [z/2] < p & olddepth[1] < ((2*p)/z) & 
round(olddepth[d/5],5) = round(olddepth[z/2]- (0.18*((d/5)- (z/2))),5)) 

{ 
print( .. drift smaller than max size is present11

) 

#if the snow drift intersects with the adjacent tussock 
if((5.5 * olddepth[z/2] + (z/2)) >= (d- kd)) 
{ 

if(kd < d- ((olddepth[zl2] + (0.09*z)- ((2*p*d)/z))/(0.18- ((2*p)/z)))) 
{ 

if(olddepth[z/2] < p- ((2 * p * kd)/z)) 
{ 

a<- (( p * kd)/(p- olddepth[zl2])) 
b <- (olddepth[z/2] + (0.09 * z)- (((2*p)/z)*(d-kd)))/(0.18 -((2*p)/z)) 
f<- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09 * z)- ((2 * p * d)/z))/(0.18- ((2 * p)/z))) 
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for ( i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<kd) output<- ((2 * olddepth[zl2])/z) * i 
else if(i>=kd && i<a) 
output<- ((2/z) * ((p * kd) + ((olddepth[z/2]- p) *i))) 
else if (i>=a && i<b) output <- 0 
else if (i>=b && i<t) 

output<- (olddepth[z12] + (0.09*z)-((2*p*d)/z)+((2*p*kd)/z)+ 
((((2*p)/z)- 0.18)*i)) 

else if(i>f && i< (d- kd)) output<- ((2 * p * kd)/z) 
else if( i>=(d- kd) && i<d) output<- ((-2 * p)/z) *(i- d) 
output 
} 

} 

else if( olddepth[z/2] > p- ((2 * p * kd)/z) && olddepth[z/2] < p) 
{ 
a<- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09 * z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
b <- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z)- ((2 * p * d)/z) + ((2 * p * kd)/z))/ 

(0.18- ((2 * p)/z))) 
f<- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09 * z)-((2 * p * d)/z))/(0.18- ((2 * p)/z))) 

for ( i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<=kd) output<- ((2 * olddepth[z/2] * i)/z) 
else if(i>kd && i<(z/2)) output<- ((2/z) * ((p*kd) +((olddepth[z/2] -p)*i))) 
else if (i>(z/2) && i<a) 
output<- (olddepth[z/2] +(0.09 * z) + ((2 * p * kd)/z)-((0.18 + ((2 * p)/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>a && i<b) output <- 0 
else if (i>b && i<t) 

output<- ( olddepth[z/2]+(0.09*z)-((2*p*d)/z)+((2*p*kd)/z)+((((2*p )/z) -
0.18)*i)) 

else if(i>f && i< (d- kd)) output<- ((2 * p * kd)/z) 
else if(i>(d- kd) && i<d) output<- ((2 * p)/z) * (d- i) 
output 
} 

} 
} 

else if(kd >= (d- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z)- ((2*p*d)/z))/(0.18- ((2*p)/z))))) 
{ 
if(olddepth[z/2] < p- ((2 * p * kd)/z)) 

{ 
a<- (( p * kd)/(p - olddepth[z/2])) 
b <- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09 * z)-(((2*p)/z)*(d -kd)))/(0.18-((2*p)/z))) 
g <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- olddepth[z/2]- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
f<- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09 * z)- ((2 * p *d)/z))/(0.18-((2 * p)/z))) 
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for ( i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<kd) output<- ((2 * olddepth[z/2])/z) * i 
else if (i>=kd && i<a) 
output<- ((2/z) * ((p * kd) + ((olddepth[z/2]- p) * i))) 
else if (i>=a && i<b) output <- 0 
else if(i>=b && i<(d- kd)) 

output <-(olddepth[z/2]+(0.09*z)-(0.18*i)-((2*p*d)/z)+((2*p*i)/z)) 
else if(i>=(d-kd) && i<g) output<-(olddepth[z/2]-(0.18*i)+(0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=g && i<=d) output<- (((2*p)/z)*(d-i)) 
output 
} 

} 

else if( olddepth[z/2] > p- ((2 * p * kd)/z) && olddepth[z/2] < p) 
{ 

} 
} 

a<- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09 * z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2 * p)/z) + 0.18)) 
b <- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z)- ((2 * p * d)/z) + ((2 * p * kd)/z))/ 

(0.18- ((2 * p)/z))) 
g <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- olddepth[z/2]- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
f<- ((olddepth[z/2]+(0.09 * z)- ((2 * p * d)/z))/(0.18- ((2 * p)/z))) 

for ( i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<=kd) output<- ((2 * olddepth[z/2] * i)/z) 
else if(i>kd && i<(z/2)) output<- ((2/z) * ((p*kd) + ((olddepth[z/2] -p)*i))) 
else if(i>(z/2) && i<a) 
output<- (olddepth[z/2] +(0.09 * z) + ((2 * p * kd)/z)- ((0.18 + ((2 * p)/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>a && i<b) output <- 0 
else if(i>b && i<(d- kd)) 

output<- (olddepth[z/2]+(0.09*z)-(0.18*i)-((2*p*d)/z)+((2*p*i)/z)) 
else if(i>=(d-kd) && i<g) output<- (olddepth[z/2]-(0.18*i)+(0.09*z)) 
else if (i>=g && i<=d) output <- ( (2 * p )/z) * ( d - i) 
output 
} 
} 

# if snowdrift does not intersect adjacent plant 
else if((5.5 * olddepth[z/2] + (z/2)) < (d- kd)) 

{ 

if(olddepth[z/2] <= p- ((2 * p * kd)/z)) 
{ 

a<- (( p * kd)/(p- olddepth[z/2])) 
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for ( i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<kd) output<- ((2 * olddepth[zl2])/z) * i 
else if(i>=kd && i<a) output<- ((2/z) * ((p * kd) + ((olddepth[zl2]- p) *i))) 
else if (i>=a && i<d) output <- 0 
output 
} 

} 

else if( olddepth[zl2] > p- ((2 * p * kd)/z) && olddepth[zl2] < p) 
{ 

} 
} 

a<- ((olddepth[zl2] + (0.09 * z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2 * p)/z) + 0.18)) 

for ( i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<=kd) output<- ((2 * olddepth[zl2] * i)/z) 
else if(i>kd && i<(zl2)) output<- ((2/z) * ((p*kd) +((olddepth[zl2] -p)*i))) 
else if(i>(zl2) && i<a) 

output<- (olddepth[zl2]+(0.09*z) + ((2 * p * kd)/z)- (0.18 + ((2 * p)/z) * i)) 
else if (i>a && i<d ) output <- 0 
output 
} 

} 

# This set of equations applies if a snow drift of maximum size is present 

if(olddepth[zl2] = p & olddepth[z] = p- (0.09 * z)) 
{ 

print(paste("max drift is present")) 

a <-((p + (0.09 * z) + ((2 * p * kd)/z))/(((2 * p)/z) + 0.18)) 
b <-((p+(0.09 * z)-((2 * p * d)/z) + ((2 * p * kd)/z))/(0.18- ((2 * p)/z))) 
g <- ((((2*p*d)/z)- p- (0.09*z))/(((2*p)/z)- 0.18)) 
f<-((p + (0.09 * z)- ((2 * p * d)/z))/(0.18- ((2 * p)/z))) 

# if snow drift intersects with adjacent plant 
if( ((5.5 * p) + (zl2)) > (d- kd)) 

{ 

if(kd < (d- ((p + (0.09*z)- ((2*p*d)/z))/(0.18 -((2*p)/z))))) 
{ 

print(paste(" kd <")) 
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for ( i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if (i<=kd) output <- ((2 * p * i)/z) 
else if(i>kd && i<(z/2)) output<- ((2 * p * kd)/z) 
else if (i>(z/2) && i<=a) 

output<- (p +(0.09 * z) + ((2 * p * kd)/z)- ((0.18 + ((2 * p)/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>a && i<=b) output <- 0 
else if (i>b && i<=f) 

output<- (p+(0.09*z)-((2*p*d)/z) + ((2*p*kd)/z) + ((((2*p)/z)- 0.18) * i)) 
else if(i>f && i<=(d- kd)) output<- ((2 * p * kd)/z) 
else if(i>(d- kd) && i<d) output<- ((2 * p)/z) * (d -i) 
output 
} 

} 

else if(kd >= d- ((p + (0.09*z)- ((2*p*d)/z))/ (0.18 -((2*p)/z)))) 
{ 
print(paste("kd>=")) 

for ( i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if (i<=kd) output <- ((2 * p * i)/z) 
else if(i>kd && i<(z/2)) output<- ((2 * p * kd)/z) 
else if (i>(z/2) && i<=a) 

output<- (p +(0.09 * z) + ((2 * p * kd)/z)- ((0.18 + ((2 * p)/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>a && i<=b) output <- 0 
else if(i>b && i<=(d- kd)) 

output <-(p+(0.09*z)-(0.18*i)-((2*p*d)/z)+((2*p*i)/z)+((2*p*kd)/z)) 
else if(i>(d- kd) && i<g) output<- (p- (0.18*i) + (0.09*z)) 
else if(i>=g && i<= d) output<- (((2*p)/z)*(d- i)) 
output 
} 

} 
} 

# if snow drift does not intersect adjacent plant 
if((5.5 * p + (z/2)) <= (d- kd)) 

} 

{ 
for ( i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <

{ 

} 

if (i<=kd) output <- ((2 * p * i)/z) 
else if (i>kd && i<(z/2)) output <- ((2 * p * kd)/z) 
else if (i>=(zJ2) && i<=a) 

output<- (p +(0.09 * z) + ((2*p*kd)/z)- ((0.18 + ((2* p)/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>a && i <=d) output <- 0 
} 
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# this set of equations applies to the development of melthollows when there is 
# a maximum drift but also general surface melt has occurred. 

if(olddepth[1] = ((2*p)/z) & olddepth[z12] < p 
& round(olddepth[d/5],5) = round(olddepth[z12] -(0.18*((d/5) -(z12))),5)) 

{ 
print(" max drift with surface melt") 

a<- (((0.09*z) + olddepth[z12])/(((2*p)/z) + 0.18)) 
b <- ((olddepth[z12] + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(((2*p)/z) +0.18)) 
g <- ((olddepth[z12]+(0.09*z)-((2*p*d)/z) + ((2*p*kd)/z))/(0.18- ((2*p)/z))) 
f<- ((olddepth[z12] + (0.09*z)- ((2*p*d)/z))/(0.18- ((2*p)/z))) 

if(kd <a & kd < (d- ((olddepth[z12] + (0.09*z)- ((2*p*d)/z))/(0.18- ((2*p)/z))))) 
{ 
print("kd <a & kd< d- ") 
# if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 
if(((5.5*olddepth[z12]) + (z12)) > (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if (i<=kd) output <- ((2*p*i)/z) 
else if(i>kd && i<a) output<- ((2*p*kd)/z) 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (olddepth[z12] + (0.09*z) +((2*p*kd)/z)

((0.18 + ((2*p)/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>=b &&i<g) output <- 0 
else if(i>=g && i<t) output<- (olddepth[z12] + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z)-

((2*p*d)/z)- ((0.18- ((2*p)/z)) * i)) 
else if(i>=f &&i<=(d- kd)) output<- ((2*p*kd)/z) 
else if(i>=(d-kd) && i<=d) output<- ((2*p*(d- i))/z) 
output 
} 
} 

#if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if((5.5*olddepth[z12] + (z12)) <= (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<=kd) output<- ((2*p*i)/z) 
else if (i>kd && i<a) output<- ((2*p*kd)/z) 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output <-(olddepth[z12]+(0.09*z)+((2*p*kd)/z)-

((0.18+((2*p)/z))*i)) 
else if (i>=b && i<=d) output <-0 
output 
} 
} 
} 
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else if((kd<a) & kd >= (d- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z) -((2*p*d)/z))/(0.18- ((2*p)/z))))) 
{ 
print("kd <a && kd > d-") 

# if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 

if(((5.5*olddepth[z/2]) + (z/2)) > (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<=kd) output<- ((2*p*i)/z) 
else if(i>kd && i<a) output<- ((2*p*kd)/z) 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z)

((0.18 + ((2*p)/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>=b &&i<g) output <- 0 
else if(i>=g && i<d- kd) output<- (olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z)-

((2*p*d)/z)- ((0.18- ((2*p)/z)) * i)) 
else if(i>=(d- kd) &&i<f) output<- (olddepth[z/2]- (0.18*(i-(z/2)))) 
else if(i>=f && i<=d) output<- ((2*p*(d- i))/z) 
output 
} 
} 

#if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 

else if(((5.5*olddepth[z/2]) + (z/2)) <= (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<=kd) output<- ((2*p*i)/z) 
else if (i>kd && i<a) output <- ((2*p*kd)/z) 
else if(i>=a && i<b) output<- (olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z) +((2*p*kd)/z)-

((0.18 + ((2*p)/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>=b && i<=d) output <-0 
output 
} 
} 
} 

else if (kd >=a & kd < d- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z) -((2*p*d)/z))/(0.18- ((2*p)/z)))) 
{ 
print("kd >a kd < d - ") 

#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 

if(((5.5*olddepth[z/2]) + (z/2)) > (d- kd)) 
{ 
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for (i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<=a) output<- ((2*p*i)/z) 
else if (i>a && i<kd) output<- olddepth[z/2] - (0.18*(i- (z/2))) 
else if(i>=kd && i<b) output<- (olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z) +((2*p*kd)/z)

((0.18 + ((2*p )/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>=b &&i<g) output <- 0 
else if(i>=g && i<t) output<- (olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z)-

((2*p*d)/z)- ((0.18 -((2*p)/z)) * i)) 
else if(i>=f &&i<(d-kd)) output<- ((2*p*kd)/z) 
else if(i>=(d- kd) && i<=d) output<- ((2*p*(d- i))/z) 
output 
} 
} 

#if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 

else if(((5.5*olddepth[z/2]) + (z/2)) <= (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if (i<=a) output <- ((2*p*i)/z) 
else if(i>=a && i<kd) output<- olddepth[z/2]- (0.18*(i -(z/2))) 
else if(i>=kd && i<b) output<- (olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z) +((2*p*kd)/z)-

((0.18 + ((2*p )/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>=b && i<=d) output <-0 
output 
} 
} 
} 

else if( kd >=a & kd >= d- ((olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z) -((2*p*d)/z))/(0.18- ((2*p)/z)))) 
{ 
print("kd >a && kd > d -") 

#if the drift intersects the adjacent tussock 

if(((5.5*olddepth[z/2]) + (z/2)) > (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if(i<=a) output<- ((2*p*i)/z) 
else if(i>a && i<kd) output<- olddepth[z/2]- (0.18*(i- (z/2))) 
else if(i>=kd && i<b) output<- (olddepth[z/2] + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z)

((0.18 + ((2*p)/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>=b &&i<g) output <- 0 
else if(i>=g && i<(d- kd)) output<- (olddepth[z/2]+(0.09*z)+((2*p*kd)/z)

((2*p*d)/z)- ((0.18 -((2*p)/z)) * i)) 
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else if(i>=(d-kd) &&i<t) output<- olddepth[zJ2]- (0.18*i) + (0.09*z) 
else if(i>=f && i<=d) output<- ((2*p*(d- i))/z) 
output 
} 
} 

# if the drift does not intersect the adjacent tussock 
else if(((5.5*olddepth[zJ2]) + (zJ2)) <= (d- kd)) 
{ 
for (i in seq(along=x)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if (i<=a) output <- ((2*p*i)/z) 
else if(i>=a && i<kd) output<- olddepth[zJ2]- (0.18*(i- (zJ2))) 
else if(i>=kd && i<b) output<- (olddepth[zJ2] + (0.09*z) + ((2*p*kd)/z)-

((0.18 + ((2*p )/z)) * i)) 
else if (i>=b && i<=d) output <-0 
output 
} 
} 
} 
} 

maxslope<-((2*p )/z) 
thebottom <- c(1:(2*d)) 
melthollowv<- rep(melthollowv,2) 

# the following set of equations restricts the melt within the tussock 
# diameter to that which is not contained within the tussock canopy 

for (i in seq(along=thebottom)) melthollowv[i] <
{ 
if (i<d && i < zJ2 && melthollowv[i] > maxslope*i) output <-maxslope*i 
else if( i>d && (i-d) < (zJ2) && melthollowv[i] > maxslope*(i-d)) 

output <- maxslope*(i-d) 
else if(i<d && (d-i) < (zJ2) && melthollowv[i] >(-maxslope*(i-d))) 

output <- ( -maxslope*(i-d)) 
else if(i>d && i> (2*d- (zJ2)) && melthollowv[i]>(-maxslope*(i-(2*d)))) 

output<- (-maxslope*(i-(d*2))) 
else output <- melthollowv[i] 
output 
} 

melthollowv[melthollowv<O] <- 0 
meltv <- melthollowv - oldmelt 
mel tv[ meltv<O] <- 0 
} 
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else 
{ 
melthollowv <- rep(0,2*d) 
meltv <- rep(0,2*d) 
} 

kdv <- rep(kd,d*2) 
rv <- rep(r,d*2) 
output<- cbind("melt" = meltv, "oldkd" = kdv,"oldmelt" =melthollowv,"oldr" = r) 
output<- as. data. frame( output) 
output 
} 
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